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ON VECTOR-VALUED SEQUENCE SPACES 
L. FRERICK 
Abstract. In tlzis pciper \ve investigate tlze topological properties of vector valuecl seqiience 
spnces. Afrer iin introcliiction of norinnl Bcincich sequence spaces A \ve consicler tlze vector 
valuecl sequence spaces A(E), E ci locnlly convex Hausdoif space nncl \ve prove some bcisic 
fiicts concerniiig tlzis spnces. We give coniplete clicirncterizatioris~for Dnrrelled vector valiied 
DF spaces and ~listiizguisliecl vector vulirecl Frécliet spcices. At tlie end ive give siificient 
conclitioiis giiarcinteeing thcit A ( E )  is Dornological. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a locally convex Hausdorff space E and denote with cs(E) the system ofall continuous 
seminorms on E. The vector space /,(E) of al1 bounded sequences (X,,),,~,V in E is naturally 
equipped with the locally convex Hausdorff topology induced by the seminorms 
If E is metrizable (or norined), then the saine holds for /=(E). The space co(E) of al1 zero 
sequences in E is a (closed) subspace of ],(E). Both spaces aie part of a more genera1 concept 
of constructing vector valued sequence spaces: 
Consider a normal Banach sequence space (A, 11 . Ilx), i.e. a Banach space coiitaining cp 
which is included in w such that its closed unit  ball is nornial. For every locally convex 
Hausdorff space E this condition required for A guarantees that 
h(E) := { ( x , i ) , r E N  E EN : Ol(x,,)),iEn E A for a11 p E CS(E)} 
is a vector space. The seminorins 
define a (quite natural) Hausdorff locally convex topology on h(E). Using this principle of 
construction, one obtains a large class of vector valiied sequence spaces containing (besides the 
above mentioned examples) e.g. the spaces 1,>(E) of the p-summable sequences, p E [ I ,  00). 
In [ 171 we investigated completeness properties of this vector valued sequence spaces. 
These notes ;ire mainly devoted to the examination of the (topological) properties of the 
spaces A@) i n  dependence 011 properties of the spaces h and E. Siiice A(E)  contains E as 
a complemented subspace, it is clear that the behavior of A(E) is i.g. not ”better” than the 
behavior of E. 
At the end of this introduction we recall some notations and the terminology which will be 
used in the chapters 2-6. 
The second chapter is devoted to the study of normal Banach sequence spaces. We 
introduce some additional properties of normal Banach sequence spaces (see[4],§ I ) ,  which 
will be iiiiportaiit in the following chapters. Moreover, a connection to perfect sequence 
spaces is obtained: A norinal Banach sequence space, whose closed unit ba11 is even closed 
in w, is already a perfect space. 
In the third chapter first we prove some fundainental properties of vector valued sequeiice 
spaces h(E), using to some extent the results given in the previous chapter. At the end we 
show (analogously as it is done in [15J) that h(E) contains a coniplemented copy of / ,(E) 
whenever cp is not dense in h and E is an arbitrary locally convex Hausdorff space. 
Chaptei- four comprises a description of the bounded subsets of Frechet- aiid gDF-space- 
valued sequence spaces. In this context we prove the following characterization of gDF 
spaces: 
A locally convex Hausdorff space E is a gDF space if and only if it contains a sequence 
(B , , ) , ]~N of bounded and absolutely convex subsets satisfying 2B,, c B,,+, , i2 E N ,  such that 
for every sequeiice ( U J , ) J , E ~  of zero neighbourhoods in E the set nJ,EN(U,J  + &) is again a 
zero neiglibourhood. In this case, the closures of the &'s define a fundamental sequence of 
bounded sets in E. 
Using this result, one obtains that A(E) is a gDF space (or a DF space), if so is E. Moreover, 
we characterize the strong dual of A(E) in the case that cp is dense in h aiid E is either 
metrizable or a quasibarrelled DF space. This result is essentially contained in [34] (with a 
different approach). In the last part of chapter four we prove some perrnanence propei-ties of 
vector vaiued sequence spaces. For exainple, we show that the bounded subsets of h(E) are 
inetrizable, whenever E is a gDF space satisfying the same property. 
Barrelledness conditions concerning vector valued sequence spaces are investigated in the 
fifth chapter. It is well-known (see [ 161, that A(E) is a (quasi)barrelled DF space, whenever 
E is a (quasi)barrelled DF space and cp is dense in the normal Banach sequence space A. It 
is also well-known that for a given DF space E the space /,(E) is quasibarrelled if and only 
if E satisfies the dual density condition, cf. [2]. If, in addition, E is barrelled then (,(E) 
ic also barrelled, cf. [2]. We can show that this reinains true if one replaces 1, by any 
normal Banach sequence space in which cp is not dense. Furtherinore, a characterization of 
the distinguishedness of Frechet valued sequence spaces is obtained: 
Let E be a metrizable locally convex space and let h be a norinal Banach sequence. If cp 
is dense in h and dense in the cc-dual h X  of A, then h(E)  is distinguished if and only if E is 
distinguished (cf. [ 161). 
If cp is not dense in h or h X  the space h(E) is distinguished if and only if E satisfies the 
density condition. 
This last part of the described result contains clearly the cases h = I l ,  cf. [ 11, and h = loc. 
Sufficient conditions guaranteeing that A(E) is (u1tra)bornological are given in the last 
chapter. For exaniple we prove that A(E) is bornological for every DFM space E whenever 
the normal Banach sequence space (A, 1 1  . I ~ x )  satisfies the following property: 
In particular, Q(E)  is bornological for every DFM space E (a result of S .  Dierolf, un- 
publishecl). 
It is a great pleasure for me to express here my gratitude to Prof.Dr. S. Dierolf, my PhD 
supervisor, for the great support during the last years. Especially, I have to thank her for inany 
helpful suggestions, comments and i-emarks. 
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Notations. For a locally convex Hausdorff space E := ( E ,  r )  over the scalar field R or C we 
denote by (/()(E) the zero neighbourhood filter of E or, equivalently, 
Uo(E) := { U  C E : U 3 y-’( [O, i]) for somep E cs(E)}.  
We write E’ for the topological dual of E and we write E“ for the bidual of E, Le. 
E” = (E’) fi(E’, E))’ where we denote for a dual pair (E,  F )  by o(E,  F) the weak and by 
(3(E,F) the strong topology defined on E,  respectively. A closed linear subspace L of E 
defines a quotient E / L which we equip with the quotient topology. If 1 1  1 1 1  is a norm on E, we 
denote this normed space with ( E ,  11 . 11). Complete normed spaces are called Banach spaces 
and complete metrizable locally convex spaces are called Frechet spaces. 
Let B and C be subsets of the locally convex Hausdorff space E and let p be a scalar. Then 
B + C : = { x + y : x E B , y E  C} and 
pB :={ px : x E B}. 
We denote by [B] the linear span of B and in a fixed dual system ( E )  F }  by B” its polar: 
B” := E F : SUP r(x)l 5 i}. 
X E B  
Moreover, we write T(B) for the absolutely convex hull of B. If B is already absolutely 
convex, we may equip [B] with the Minkowski functional p~ of B, which is defined by 
~ R ( x )  := inf{p > O : x E pB}. 
([B], p ~ )  is then a seminormed space. If B is bounded and absolutely convex and ([B], pa)  
is a Banach space, we will call B a Banach disc. B is called a barre1 if it is an absorbent, 
absolutely convex and closed subset of E. We call B bornivorous if it absorbs every bounded 
subset of E. 
For a given sequence (EJIIéN of locally convex Hausdorff spaces we denote by nirEN E,, 
its cartesian product equipped with the product topology and by enEN ,, its locally convex 
direct sum. We write E” := nirEN E and := e,,€,, E. For K E {R ,  C} let w := KN and 
Now let us introduce some well-known topological properties for locally convex FIausdorff 
cp := K“). 
spaces E 
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E is called barrelled, if every barrel in E is a zero neighbourhood. It is called quasibarrelled, 
if every bornivorous barrel in E is a zero neighbourhood. We call E bornological if every 
absolutely convex and bornivorous subset of E is a zero neighbourhood. E is ultrabornological 
if and only if every absolutely convex subset of E which absorbs the Banach discs is already 
a zero neighbourhood. 
2. NORMAL BANACH SEQUENCE SPACES 
For sequences a = (a,,),,EN and (s = ( (3,,),,EN of real numbers we define: 
a 5 (3 if and only if a,, 5 (s,, for every IZ E N ,  
a < (sif and only if a < (s,,for every n E N ,  
and for a = (a,,),,E~ E w let 
:= ( I % I ) , i € N .  
Definition 2.1. We cnll n set A c w normal if 
A = U((3 E 0 : IBI 51.11. 
eEA 
Every normal set is clearly circled and the span of an (absolutely) convex and normal set 
is again normal. A linear subspace of w is normal if and only if it is normal in the sense of 
G. Kothe ([24], $30, 1 .). Now we introduce the notion of normal Banach sequences spaces 
(cf. J. Bonet & S. Dierolf [4], si): 
Definition 2.2 We call n Brincich space (A, 1 1  . Ilx) normal Banach sequence space i f i t  scitisjes 
tiie follo~viitg nvo propertiex 
a) cp c A c w.  
(3) Tlie ciosed uriit ball Bx of (A, 11 Ilx) is nor~72fd. 
Property (s) is equivalent to: 
For al1 a E A, (3 E w satisfying \ (s i  5 1011 it follows (s E A and II(3llx 5 IIaIIx. 
For p E [ 1 , 00) let 
03 
l,, := {a E w : ~cc,,~”<m} 
I l =  I 
be the space of ali p-summable sequences equipped with the usual norm 
Moreover, let 
l , : = { a E w : S U p ~ a , , l < ~ }  
I I E N  
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be the space of al1 bounded sequences equipped with the norm 
and 
cg := { a  E w : liin a,, = O  
be the space of al1 sequences converging to O normed by 1 1  . Ilcc. Then cg and I,, are normal 
Banach sequence spaces 07 E [ 1 ,  col). 
Remark 2.3. 
I l - O  
i) Let A be a izoriiznl Bnnnch seqiience spnce. Then the projection 
is for every 11 E N welldefined ancl scirisfies (Decciuse of property B) P,, (Bx)  c P,,+i 
(Bx)  c Bx,  n E N .  Far evei-y a E A ciizd k E N we hcive IIPk(a)llx 5 lim,,,, I P,,(a)llx = 
SUPfZEN II',f(a>llx I llal lx .  
ii) I f  A is LI norim~l Bnnnch, seperree spnce then the inclusions cp 4 A 4 w nre 
continuous. lndeed, the j r s t  one is continuous, becuuse cp cnrries the jìnest locnlly convex 
ropologyorz <p. Property B> iw2lies Iaf,I = I I (~ ,~A~I I ; '  ~ (ai ihi ik)kENII~ 5 I I (~AENIIx '  IIaIIx 
for every a E A ancl every n E N .  So tlze secoiid iiiclusion A 4 w is nlso coiitinuons. 
Fora normal Banach sequence space (A, 1 1  . Ilx) and O < a = ( R , , ) , , ~ N  E w let 
I I ( O L , , ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ E N I I ~ ~ . A  := I l B l l ~ ,  B E A, 
be the diagonal transform of A with respect to a. Than (a .  A, 11 . I l a . x )  is also a normal Banach 
sequence space. The next result, due to S .  Dierolf & C. Fernandez [ 131, is a shaiper version 
of remark 2.3 ii): 
are continuous. 
Proof. If we define a-' := (a,;'),,E~ then the assertion is equivalent to 
a-' . A is a normal Banach sequence space with I / ( h , , f i ) k E ~ l l a - ~ . ~  = 1 for every n E N .  
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To prove the first part of (:*) let x = ( X , ~ ) ~ ~ , = N  E Bf,  be given. Then for every natura1 numbers 
i n  > k the triangle inequality yields 
111 
l l ~ , l l ~ ~ ~ l l * - ~ . x  5 Cix1,I = II~,ll(x)III 5 1.  
Il= I 
Therefore (P l l l (x ) ) f , ,E ,~  is a Cauchy sequence in a-' .A which converges to somey E B,-I .~ .  
Because the spaces 11 and a-' . h are both continuously inculded in w we get that y coincides 
with x, the limit of (f&-)),I,EN in 11. This iinplies x E B, - I .~ .  
It remains to show B{ a-' . h c B l s .  But this is clear because property 6) guarantees for 
every x = ( x , ~ ) , ~ ~ N  E B , - I . ~  and every n E N that 
1 . ~ 1  = Il(.i,,6,ik)kE~fIl~-l.~ I l I ( - r , i ) , i E ~ I l ~ - l . A  I 1 .  
The proof is complete. 
Of interest are the following properties which can be satisfied by normal Banach sequence 
spaces A. 
Definition 2.5. We sny thnt CI normal Banach sequence spnce (A, 11 . Ilx) satisfies 
Y )  i f l lal lx = SUP,,EN Ilp,l(4ll>llxfol-everr u: E A. 
y,,.) ifthere exists p 2 1 SUCII tknt Ilallx 5 p S U P , , ~ ~  IIPtl(~)llxfor every (X E h. 
6 )  i f for  every a E w witli supfJEN IIP,l(a)llx < CG it fullotvs tkcrt a E h and llcxllx = 
6,,.) iftirere is p 2 siicii tiiat.for every 01 E w witlz S U P , , ~ ~  IIPJI(a)llx < 00 it.fo1low.y tliat 
E )  iflirn,t+, l l P , l ( ~ )  - al(x = Ofor eveiy a E A. 
We may remark that according to remark 2.3 i) one can replace in  the above definition 
"SUP,,~A, llpll( a> I I x " always by "lim,l-x Il PJt( 01) I I x ". 
Every normal Banach sequence space with property E )  satisfies also property y).  For 
p E [ 1,  XÌ) the space lf, satisfies the properties 6) and E ) ,  the space 1, satisties 6) but not 
E ) ,  and the space co satisfies E )  but not 6). Later we give an example of a normal Bunach 
sequence space, which does not satisfy even condition y,,.). 
Connected with the properties introduced in the previow definition are the following spaces 
associated to a normal Banach sequence space: 
Definition 2.6. Let (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  be n nortncd Baticrcli seqiience space ancl let 
SUP,~EN IIPJI(a)llx. 
a E h and I l 4 I x  I p SUP,,EN IIP,,(a)llx. 
:= {a E w : sup Ip,l(a)llx < CG} 
IIEN 
Moreover; define A(*() to be the closiire of A in (A('), 11 . I I x c b l ) .  
First we prove that these associated spaces are also normal Banach sequence spaces: 
Proposition 2.7. Let (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  be ci nornial Baiiacli sequence space. 
i) Tlieiz (A'"', 1 1  . I l x r a i )  is also CI nomal Banaclz seqrreizce space. 
ii) !f cp C [LI = L C A is nornzcil, tlien tlze closure Ex eqnipped with tlie iiidiiced norninicI 
Especially (Cp', 1 1  . Ilx) m c l  (A(y), 1 1  . I lx I~ l )  lire rzornial Bciiiacli sequence spaces. 
) I  . IIx is ci tiorinal Baizaclz sequence space. 
Proof. i )  Property a) is cleariy satisfied and it is easy to see that Bxial is bounded in w. Let 
Then the mappingsJ, are continuous for every n E N and Bxisl = n,,,,J;'([O, i]). Hence, 
BX(b) is a closed and bounded subset of w and therefore A(') is a Banach space. To prove 
property B) let a E BAIAl and fi E w with 161 5 la1 be given. Because A satisfies property 6) 
we get S U P , , ~ ~ ,  llf,f(fl)llx I siip,,c,,, IIP,f(a)llx and this implies f i E BXisi. 
i i )  First we remark, that (Ex, 11 I lx) is a Banach space, which satisfies property a). 
To prove that B p  = Bx n Ex is normal we note that intersections of normal sets are also 
norinal. So it remains to show that Ex is a normal subset of w.  Therefore let (x E Ex and 
f i  E w with I 5 la1 be given. Then there exists a sequence (a'")kE, = ( ( K ! ? ) ) , ~ ~ N ) ~ ~ N  E L 
with [la(') - cxllx + O(k + co). We define for 11 ,  k E N :  ( B ( k " ) ~ ~ ~ r  = ( ( P f ) ) f f c ~ > k c ~  by 
Rernemberiiig p ( k )  E L, this yields B E LA and we are done. 
Remark 2.8. Tlze proof of i) slzows tlint for  every izorinal Baizack sequeizce spcice (A, 11 . I lx) 
tlze closecl unir bcill BX(hf is eveti closed in w.  
Theorem 2.9. ( ~ f :  [4], 1.1) Let (A, 11 . IIx be ci tzortizal Banaclz sequeizce spuce. 
i) TJccr.e. (Tlie,foìlowing cire equivalent) 
I )  (A, [ I  . Ilx) sati.~fie.spr.oì~erry y). 
3)  Bx is closed irz A equipped witlz tlw relative topology irzducetl by  w. 
2) (A, Il . Ilx) = (A(y), Il ' llXt61). 
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ii) Tj37.e. 
I )  (A, 1) * Ilx) satiq%?s prol,erIj1 y,,.). 
2) A = A(?> nigei~rciicci/I~y i 7 d  the corresponchig itortiis cire eqtrivnleiit. 
3) Tliere exists p 2 1 such thcit tlie closure of Bx in A equipped witlt tlte relative topology 
ii7duced l y  w is contained i17 pBx. 
iii) T$a.c. 
I )  (A, 1 1  . Ilx) satisJesproperty 6). 
3) Bx is closed in w. 
I )  (A, 1 1  . Ilx) scitisJiespr~ii~ert~ b,,.).
2) A = A'') algebrciiccilly and the correspoiidiizg tioriiis nre eqiiivalerit. 
3) There exists p 2 1 such that the closure of Bx iri w is contained in pBx. 
I )  (A, 1 1  . Ilx) .sati.$e.sproperty E ) .  
2)  (A, Il . Ilx) = (A@', Il . IIX'"). 
iv) Tj0.e. 
v )  Tfi a. e. 
2 )  <p is cleilScJ il2 (A, 11 . Ilx). 
Proof. We only prove iii), iv) and v). i) and ii) can be proved siinilarly as iii) and iv). 
iii) If (A, 11 . Ilx) satisfies property 6) then clearly (A, 11 . Ilx) = (A'"', 11  . IIx(sl). 
If (A, 1 '  . Ilx) = (A'')), 11  . IIx,al) we have = Bxia, and according to remark 2.8 this set is 
closed in w. 
If Bx is closed in w, we have for o( E w with limjld, ~ ~ P j l ( a ) ~ ~ ~  = a < 00 that a E or = 
ciBx, therefore 01 E A and ci = lim,,,, IIP,,((x)llx 5 I IoIII~ 5 ci. So A, 11 . Ilx) satisfies property 
6) .  
iv) If (A, 11 . Ilx) satisfies property 6,,.) then clearly A = A(6) algebraically and there exists p 2 1 
such that for every 01 E A 
Hence 11 . IIx and 11 . l l p  are equivalent. 
If A = A(') algebraically and the correspondinp norms are equivalent then there is p 2 1 
such that Bx c Bxcal = Bxlai c pBx. 
Hence, for o( E w with lirn,,,, IIP,,(a)llx = CI < 00 we have a E cizW C apBx, therefore 
(x E A and IIaIIx 5 cip. So (A, I ]  . Ilx) satisfies property a,,.). 
v) If (A, )I . Ilx) satisfies property E ) ,  then cp is dense in (A, 11 . Ilx), because P,l((x) E cp for 
every a f A. 
For the converse, let a E A and E > O .  Then there is fl E cp with Ila - pllx < E .  Choose 
i n  E N siich that P,,,(fi) = 6. Then lP,,(a) - 011 5 IP,,(@) - al = 16 - (xI implies 
4 -W 
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For a given normal Banach sequence space A we have shown that A(6),A(Af) and <pA are 
again normal Banach sequence spaces. Now we prove that AT i  p and A + p are normal Banach 
sequence spaces, if both A and p are of that type. 
Proposition 2.11. Let A aizcl p be iiorincil Baiiacl7 sequertce spaces cvitlz closed itiiit bcrlls Bx 
mid B,,, respectively. Let 11 . IIxn{, De the Minkowski.fiiiictioizn1 c f B ~  il B,, aitd 11  . IlA+,, Be tlze 
Mii7koi.vski~iiicrioii~l of BA + B,l. ThCi7 (h n p, 1 1  . Ilxn,,) nitd (h + p, 11 . IIX+J cire itorinnl 
Bciitaclz seqiieiice spcices. 
Proof. In both cases property a) is clearly satisfied. 
norm on A n p. Hence h n p is a normal Banach sequence space. 
It is easy to see that BA n B,, is normal and that its Minkowski functional defines a complete 
We define 
q :  A x p-+ A +  pL,(a,(3) - a+ 6. 
This map 4 is linear, continuous and open. Hence (A + p, 1 1  . IlA+,,) is a separated quotient 
It remains to show that ,BA+,, is normal. 
Let a(')  E Bx, a(2) E B,, and (3 E w with I f i I  5 la(') + be given. For al1 n E N there 
Then ( Z , ~ I O I ~ , ' ) I ) ~ , ~ N  E BX and (z,fla~,')l),lE~ E BILi  because Bx and B,, are normal. Therefore 
of a Banach space and therefore itself a Banach space. 
is a scalar z,,, Iz,,I 5 i, such that fi,l = zfllo$')l + zfllaf)l. 
and this implies that Bx + B,,, is norinal. 
Since the intersection of normal sets is also norinal, we get that 
BX+{L - n P ( ~ A  +B,,) 
P >  I 
is normal and we are done. 
Example 2.12. L e r  a2,i-I := 1,  a?,, := iz, 17 E N,  Ri7d a := Tl7eiz (a. ci,) n I, is 
R iionnnl Bai7crclz seciimzce siicice scitisfyirtg property y )  but iteirher property 6) iior property 
E ) .  
Let for k E N be I,+, c I k  c N such that likl = 11, \ I,+] I = m. 
We define 
Bk is normal and it is the closed unit  bail of a norm on I ,  which is equivalent to 1 1  . I l x .  
Hence B := nkEN B k  is normal and closed in I,. If we denote with h the lineai. span of B 
(which contains v )  and with 1 1  . IIA the Minkowski functional of B, then (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  is a normal 
Banach sequence space. 
Example 2.13. (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  does itot sati& property y,,.). 
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Proof. For k E N let dk) = ( L X ~ ) ) , , ~ N  be defined by: 
For 111, ic E N we have 
This iniplies dk) E h and ( l ~ ( ~ ) l l ~  = k + 1 , k  E N .  On the other side we compute 
We remark that the first example of such type was constructed by S .  Dineen, see 13 1. 
In the remaining part of this chapter we examine the connection between normal Banach 
~ ~ P , , ( K ( ~ ) ) ~ ~ ~  = 1 for every k ,  11 E N and therefore (A, 11 . Ilx) does not satisfy property Y,~.) .  
sequence spaces and perfect spaces. 
Definitioii 2.14. For. n liiietir slxrce h c w MW clefìiie (tlie so-ccilletl a-cliiul) 
h is calleti perfect if h = h X  x. 
The following elementary properties are taken froin [24], $30, 2.  
Remark 2.15. Let h c w he CI liiiear space. Tlieii cp c h X  = h X  cincl h X  is CI iiornzal 
subset of w. 
IJ'one tzssiimes, iii cidclition, tliat h coiitaiizs cp tlzen A ancl hX ,foriiz in LI caizoniccil VVCIJ CI 
~ U C I I  system (A, h ) witii biiinear forni ( K ,  6 )  - E,,= I K,, o,,. So, .f.r extiiiipIe, tiie .strnn,y 
topology @(A, h X )  a d  tlie weak topology o(h, h X )  on h nre iiiiiquely deteriiiiiied. 
Now we prove a connection between normal Banach sequence spaces and perfect spaces: 
Theorem 2.16. Ler (A, 11 I lx) be ( I  norinnl Bannch seqiieiice spnce sntish1iitg properry &.). 
Tlieiz h is perfect nnd 11  . IIx iiiduces tiie strorig topology P(h, hx) o11 A. 
Proof. 
rn 
I )  ForA c h let 
A" := { B  E h X  : I cx,,fi,,~ 5 i forali o( E A}. 
IJEA' 
If Bx denotes (as usual) the closed unit ball of A, we obtain (since Bx is normal) 
BX is an absolutely convex, bounded and normal subset of w and its span [BX] contains 9. 
Moreover, BX is closed in w :  
Let P = ( P f l ) J I E ~   qw. Then there is a sequence ( ( f i ! ? ) f J E J ~ ) ! i G ~ ~  = ( P ( ' ) ) k E ~  in B i  such 
Because B,i is norinal, we have for every N E N, a E Bx that PJv(a) E Bx and hence for 
that limk,= fi") = P,, for al1 il E N .  
every k E N : E:=, laflp~?l 5 i .  This implies for every a E Bx: 
,I N 
I a f I p J 1 1  = sup laJf6fJl = sup lim laflP~~)l I1 
iVEA' - J,Ei\'kdcc I 
JI E J\' Jl- I 
. and it follows P E B i .  
If we denote by 1 1 . 1 1  the Minkowski functional of B i ,  we get that ([BS;], 11 . 11 ') is a normal 
Banach sequence space. Theorem 2.9 implies that this space satisfies even property 6 ) .  
It is clear that [ B i ]  c A'. In thenext step we prove that even [BS;] = A' is true. Assume this 
is wrong. Then there exist ( ~ J I ) I I E N  = p E A' and a sequence ( ( a ~ ~ ) ) f l ~ N ) ~ ~ , \ , = ( ~ ~ ~ l ) ~ ~ , \ , = ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ , ,  
in  Bx witli xilEN a:? IP,, I 2 2!i for every k E N .  The completeness of (A, 11  . 1 1 ~ )  guarantees 
that ( K ~ , ) , ~ ~ N  = a := E,"=, 2- 'dk)  E Bx. Then 
m m x  x x m 
~ ~ ~ J l ~ J f ~ ~ ~ ) : 2 ~ ! i ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ J l ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~  > E 1  =Oc', 
,,=I J I = I  k=l  k = l  l l = I  !i= I 
a contradiction to 0 E A'.
So we proved up to now that (A', 1 1  . 1 1  ') is a noriiial Banach sequence space with closed 
unit  ball B i  which satisfies property 6). If we denote with 11  . 11 the Minkowski functional 
of BX (the second polar taken in A' ') we get that ( A X  x ,  11  11  ') is also a normal Banach 
sequence space with closed unit ball BX which satisfies property 6). 
2)  For N E N let L,, := { a E w : a,, = O for al1 17 > N }  aiid define for A c LAJ: 
JV 
O/-\. ._ A .- (6 E LN : I aJl@fll 5 i forali a E A } .  
Il= I 
Since BX is normal, we have BS; r l  Li\' = (Bx  n LJv)OL,\' and the same argument also yields 
B Y  fì LA' = (Bx f ì  L N ) ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  The bipolar theorem impiies (Bx n LAJ)OL ,~OL~~  - Bx i l  LI,' and 
therefore the norms 11  .IIx and 11  . 11 coincide on LN. This is true for every N E N and hence 
both norms coincide on cp(= { P f l ( a )  :a E UJ, 17 E N } ) .  With I )  we conclude that the normal 
Banach sequence spaces (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  and (A' ', 11 . 1 1  both satisfy property 6,,.). I t  follows 
A =  { O ( €  w : s u p ~ ~ P , l ( a ) ~ ~ x < o o }  = { a E w : s u p ~ ~ P , l ( a ) ~ ~ x x < c x 3 } = h x x  
i i E N  r iEN 
and with theorein 2.9 we obtain that the iiorins 11 . IIx aiid 1 1  . 1 1  
To prove that 1 1  . IIx generates the strong topology P(h, A') on A it suffices to show that BY 
(the closed unit ball of 1 1  . 1 1  
B y  is clearly absolutely convex and absorbant. In i )  we have shown that [BX] = A' and 
therefore {r:.?, a J l ~ J I  : a E B x }  is bounded for every fi E A'. Hence BooA is o(A,AX) - 
bounded. Agaiii from 1) we deduce that B T  is closed in cu and this implies that it is o(A, A') 
- closed. 
are equivalent. 
is u bounded barre1 in (A, o(A, A')). 
Remark 2.17. i) Tlze coiiipleteitessof (A, 11 - 1 1 ~ )  i s  essential for  tlieproof~ftlieorei?i 2.16, it is 
iiot suficieiit to take h us  II noriiial crnd deiise subspcice of a norninl Baiiacli sequence space: 
Coiwider cp equipped ivliitli 11 . 11 I .  Tlieit rhis space is deiise in (11 , 11 ' 11 1 )  aiid cp is iioriiial 
but B ( q ,  cp") = B(cp, w )  is tlie.fiiiest locally coiivex topology oii cp. 
ii) Froiii tlie proof of tkeoreiir 2. I6.folloi~s: 
For ei~ery iioriiial Baiiacli sequence spcice h tlie cr-~lual h " is a iioriiiul Bciiiacli sequeiice 
iii) Aiialysiiig tlie proof of tlie abow tlieoreiii one c m  gise tlie followiiig slinrper rcsrrlt: 
Lct ( A ,  11 . I ~ x )  be ct iiorrnal Bctiiacli scqueiice space. Tlieii h " " = iiiid 11 . Ilp, generates 
ii)) Lc1 (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  De CI iioriiial Baiiacli sequeiice spcice sciti.@itig property E ) .  With tlieoreiii 
2.9 riiìcl tlie previoris reiiiark we obtciiri tlicit h is tlie regular subspace (in tlie sciise of 7: 
Koiiiurci&Y. Kot i~ i~ i~ i i [23] )o f l i e~~e~ec t s~~aceh~~~ .  Coirfer also [36], p. 195. 
space satisfiiiig property 6) ,  (f wc eqirip h " ivitli the Miiikoiz~ski.~~iictioiial of B i X  . 
the strorig topology B(h " ", h ) o11 h " ". 
3. VECTOR VALUED SEQUENCE SPACES 
Let (h,II . ! ( A )  be a norma1 Banach sequence space with closed unit ball Bx.  For an 
absolutely convex subset C of a locally convex Hausdorff space E = ( E ,  7) we denote by pc 
its Minkowski functional (defined on the linear span [CJ of C). So we have that the system 
cs(E> of al1 continuous seminorms on E is equa1 to {pu : LI E &(E) absolutely convex}. We 
define the vector valued sequence space 
h ( ~ )  := h ( ( ~ ,  7)) := {i" : (p(x/I)),Icl\t E for every p E c.Y(E)} 
and for an absolutely convex subset C of E 
Then A(E) is for every norrnal Banach sequencespaceh and every locally convex Hausdorff 
space (E,?-) a vector space which we equip with the locally convex Hausdorff topology 
admitting 
{A(LI) : LI E &(E) absolutely convex} 
as a zero basis. Equivalently, the topology on h(E)  is induccd by the seminorms x = 
(&,)/,€I\/ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / l ~ ~ / , c l \ ~ ~ ~ X , 1 ~  E c . m .  
We note that h(E) contains E as a cornplemented subspace. 
If E is metrizable, then so is A(@. Moreovei, if (E ,  11 . 1 1 ~ )  is a normed space, then the 
topology of h(E) is induced by the norm 
We will denote this normed space by h((E, 11 . 11s)) or by @(E), 11 . I lx<~>). 
Let the locally convex space (E ,  7) be coiitinuously included in the locally convex 
Hausdorff space ( F ,  S). Then h((E, 7)) is continuously included in h((F,S)). Hence, if 
B is a bounded and absolutely convex subset of ( E , I )  we get h(([B],p ,~))  c h ( ( E , I ) )  and 
theiefore (algebraically) h(B, ([B],pa))  = h(B, ( E ,  7)). 
We iiow prove tlint for every absoliitely coiivex C c E the set A(C) depends only on the 
relative topology oii C indiiced by (E,  7). We deiiote by 7c the fìiiest locally coiivex topology 
on the spari [CI of C which coincides with 7 on C. 
Proposition 3.1. Ler (A, I ]  . Il,\) De ci tioriticil Bciticich seqcietice spcice, (E, 7) be ci loccilly 
cotives Hciiisclotf spcice citici C c E /)e eibsolntely cotivex. T h i  
NC, ( E ,  7)) = A(C, ([CI, IC)) 
micl rtie relcitive topologie iticliiceci f ) j  A((E, 7)) eiricl A(([C], 7) )  coiticicie otz this set. 
Proof. I) Let V E Uo(([Cl,7~)) be absoliitely convex. 
Then there is U E l,fd(E, 7)) absolutely convex siich that U n C c i V .  
Fors = E [CI” with ( p ~ ( , v , ~ ) ) , ~ ~ ~ ~  E B,\ and (p~( ,v , l ) ) , lElv  E B,\ we get for ti E N :  
-vfl E (2pu(-vfl)u) n( ~ P ~ ( S , , ) O  c 2 ( p U ( ~ ~ , , )  + P ~ ( , V , ~ ) ) U  n c 
c ~ ( I ) u ( , ~ , J  +/)&,,N-V 1 4 i fpdx,l) , />c(x, t’>,)  > O,  
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and property 6 )  iniplies (p&,,)),,E,\f E Bx. It reiiiaiiis to show that x E h(E). But this is 
implied by tlie boundedness of B.  
v) Can be proved by the saiiie arguinent used for iii). 
vi) Let B I  be a bounded subset of h(E). Theii we have for every I? E cs(E) that pll := 
max{ 1 ,  S U P . , ~ ~ ~ ,  l l ~ ~ ( ~ , , ) ) , , € l \ / l l , \ }  is finite. Thus, 
Bz := {x E h(E) : ( p ( ~ , , ) ) , , ~ ~ \ t  E p,)B,\ foreveryp E cs(E)} 
is bounded in h(E) and contains B1. 
Let x = (X,,),,E~\J E B I  be giveii. The construction of Bz guaraiitees that it contains the 
sections ((X,,)~,S~,,, (O),, , ,,,) for every iit E N. Siiice (A, 1 1  I lx)  satisfies propei-ty E )  we have 
liin. lK(O),,~,,,, (II(,Y,,)),, >,,,)Il,\ = liin I~~,,,((I~(~,,)),,GV - ~ ~ ( ~ J , ) ) , , E A J ~ ~ A  = 0 
for everyp E cs(E). This implies that the sectioiis ((x~,),,~,,,, (O)J, >,,,) converge to S ( I ? I  - x) 
and we are done. 
111- 1 111- s 
Remark 3.4. Iii tlie previous theoivm tlie bouiiclecliiess of the set B i s  esseiiricil cis the trivinl 
exantple E := R ,  B := R shoiiis. Iii tliis ceise ive A n i v  h(B) = EA1 < h(E) for eiwi-y itoriitcii 
Bancicli sequciice spcice A. 
In contrast to part ii)  of the previous theorein we present a siniple example of a norma1 
Banach sequence space (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  satisfying property y), a locally convex space E containing 
an absolutely convex, bounded and closed set B such that h(B) is not closed in h(E)  (hence 
not closed i n  h(E) equipped with tlie relative topology induced by E'"). 
Example 3.5. BI1 (the clo.secl iriiit bcili of I ,  ) is ci11 cibsolirtelj coii\ie.v, f~oiutclecl ciitcl clo.secl 
subset of w, brrt CO(U/, ) i s  itot ciosecl iii e"( w). 
Iiideed, forii E N let a,, := ((O),,<,,, ( I  ),, > ,,I E BI_. Then a := ( ~ , , ) , , E N  E cdw)\co(B~_ ). 
But for every iit E N the sections a('") := ((a,,),,~,,,, (O)J, > ,,,) are contained in co(B/,) and 
a("') - a ( i i t  i .x) in cO(w). 
Instead of w one caii choose in this exainple diagonal traiisforins fi I ,  of l x  (if O < F,, - 
3c (I? - x)). 
The following result is an application of proposition 2.4. 
rv 
Proposition 3.6. Let (A, 11 . I lx)  /?e ( i  iiorinal Bcriiacli sequence spcice ciitd Iet E be ci laciil!\: 
coitvex Hciirsclorff spcice. For 01 := ( 11(6,,k)kE,~rIIX tlie iiiclirsioirs 
ore COitt i l t l lOllS.  
In contrast to the previous result we will prove that for every locally convex Hausdorff 
space E the space h(E)  contains I ,  ( E )  as a coiiipleineiited subspace wheiiever the norinal 
Banach seqiience space h satisfies not the property E ) .  A siinilar result, assuming in addition 
that h satisfies property y )  and E is a Banach space, was ali-eady given by C. Fernandez [ 151. 
Our proof is mainly adapted from her paper. The technical part of the proof is done in the 
following leiiiiiia. 
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Lemma 3.7. Let (A, 1 1  . I lx)  be li norinnl Brrnach seqrmce spcice witli clo.seri unir ball B,, nnd 
let E be rr loccilly coi~vex Hciuscloiffsprice. Ler 01 = (OL,,),,~~\I E cp witlz Ilallx = 1. Tlieri tliere 
is CI coiitiiiirorrs liriear. incip T : h(E)  4 E which scitisjes tlieji~lloiving tlirre conditions: 
i)  p(T(s))< 11 (p(s, , ) ) , ,~,~ 11 x for eveiy s = (X,,),,~~V E h(E) and ewry 11 E cs( E). 
ii) T((a,,x~),,~~\t) = s o f o r .  cili SO E E. 
iii) { (~,,),,E~V E h(E) : s,, = O jf OL,, # O, 11 E AI} is contciiiied iii rlie kerr~el of T.  
Proof. Let 01 = (R,,),,E~\J E cp with 110111x = I be given. We denote S := ( 1 1  E N : a,, # O}. 
Then the space LS := {(f l , , ) , ,EI\t  E h : p,, = O if 11 @ S} coiitains 01 and it is of finite diinensioii. 
We equip Ls with the norm induced by 1 1 .  I lx. The dual of this space is isoinorphic to Ls. Using 
basic duality theory we get the existeiice of (O(~,)~,E,V E LS with the following two properties: 
Since B,\ is norma1 we even get 
We define the linear map T : h(E) 4 E by T((.v,,),,EA,) := E,: «,,s,,. 
Foreveryxo E E we have E:,:, ci,,o(,,xo = SO. This implies ii) and (u , , ) , ,~ , \J  E LS guarantees 
iii). To prove i) let x = (x,,),,EN E h(E) and p E c.s(E) be given. Usiiig the propeiiies of 
(ct,l),lEl\f proved before we get: 
This shows propei-ty i) and hence the continuity of T. 
Theorem 3.8. (e6 [/5], 2.3) Ler (A, 11 . 1 1  A )  be n norinal Bancicl? seqrrence spcrce notsntisfiir~g 
pvoperry E )  anci let E be n loccilly coni7ex Hciusdoifspace. Then h(E) corztciins ci complemenred 
Proof. h does not satisfy property E )  and hence there is p E h with lim S U P , , - ~  l l f,,(p) - 
pl lx  >O.  Hence (f,,(p)),,El~ is not a Cauchy sequence in A. This implies the existeiice 
of u strictly increasing cequence ( I I I ~ ) x . ~ ~ \ ~  of natura1 numbers and of 6 > O with l l f , , ,  (p) - 
f ,JJL(p)~~, \  > 6 foreveryk E N .  Wedefine(c@),,E,\i := .-  Il f J , l l +  , (p) - ' , , I! .  (p) II ( f J J i , + ,  
(p) - and (a,t)Jl&v := OL := the liinit taken in  o. (By construction, 
xF= I a(k) caiinot converge in A). For every I I  E N there is 111 E N such that a,, = E,"= I OLI:) = 
CWY of lx  (E) .  
I j - 1  
. ( l a , l l ) , i ~ l \ '  5 6-i(lpJll)JtEl\r implies OL E 
For s = ( x k ) k E ~ r  E I, ( E )  we define 
i : /,(E) + h ( E ) , x  H i(x) 
is a welldefined, lineai- and continuous inap. It is easy to see that i is also injective. 
Now we construct a continuous liiiear mapping T : h(E) 4 I,(@ such that T o i is the 
identity on i x ( E ) .  
For each k E N we have that ( c x ~ ) ) , , ~ A I  = dk) E cp and J I d k ) l 1 x  = 1. For k E N let 
Tk : h(E)  + E be the continuous linear inapping associated to a(k) constructed in lemma 3.7. 
We define: 
T :  h(E) + I X ( E ) , x  - ( T k ( . ~ ) ) k c ~ i .  
T is welldefined, linear and continuoiis, because for every k E N ,  x = (S, , ) ,~~~V 6 h(E)  and 
By condition iii) of lemma 3.7 we have 
Td((x,,),,~,v E h(E) : s,, = O i f @  # O}) = {O} and therefore Tk(C,F=l.,,l+k ( c x ~ ~ ) ~ , , ~ ) , , ~ ~ )  
= O for every k E N .  This and condition ii) of lemma 3.7 imply forevei-y x = (.rk)kEN E I ,  (E) :  
12 E cs(E) we havep(Tk(s)) I. ~ ~ ( p ( x , l ) ) , l E , v ~ ~ ~  (by coiidition i) of lemma 3.7). 
So, T o i is the identity on I, ( E ) .  Recalling that i : I, (E)  i A(E) is a continuous inclusion 
and T : h(E) --$ I ,  ( E )  is linear and continuous, this proves the assertion. 
Remark 3.9. Let (h, )I Il,,) he ci nointeil Beiiieicli seqiieiice spcice sntisfiiiig i i o t  property E )  
nncl Iet E be n loccilly co i i~~ex  Hciii .scloi~~~.s~~ace. Tlr ii @*'(E) coiiiaiiis ci coiiipleiiieiited cop.~ 
To see tliis, we rise tlie iiicrps i : I, (E) h(E) mie1 T : h(E) + I, (E) coristrvcteel iii tlie 
proqf 01'3.8. Froiii ;(E(") C E")), T(E'"') = E'") cinei T o i(cli(~, = i d c l i ~ ~ ,  we olitciiii tìieit 
i(co(E)) C @(E) ancl T(cijA(E)) = co(E). Witl? tlie sciiiie nrgiimeiit usecl cit tlie encl of ilie 
proof of 3.8 we ,per tlie clesired stcitenieiit. 
sf c o w .  
4. BOUNDED SETS AND DUALITY IN VECTOR VALUED SEQUENCE SPACES 
Let (A, 11 . Il,,) be a noriiial Banach sequence space and le1 E be a locally convex Hausdorff 
spice. In this chapter we will consider descriptions for bounded subsets of the space h(E) 
especially il' E is metrizable or a gDF space. I t  will tuiii out that there is a coiiiiectioii betweeii 
these descriptioiis aiid the iopological dual of h(E) provided h satisfies property E ) .  
Definition 4.1. Let E be ci loccilly coi1ve.r f f c t i m i o t f f  spce  cinel let .!3 be CI ai lxet oj tlte 
po~verset P(E) qf E. We ceil113 ci fundainental systein of bounded sets (iii  E )  ì f i t  contciiiis on1.v 
nhsoliitelv coiives niicl koiiiicled sets ciiiel i fcwry Bouiided set i s  coiiteiiiiecl iii .soiiic elenieiit of 
13. 
. 
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A sequence ( B i , ) , , E ~  qf subsets of E is callecl CI fundamental sequence of bounded sets if 
{ B,, : ti E N }  is a~fi~ticlanreiital systein of bounded sets in E. 
With this definition B(E) := { B  c E : B bounded and absolutely coiivex} is a fundamental 
system of bounded sets. If E possesses a fundamental sequeiice of bounded sets (BJr iEN,  
then (C,r)flE~ := (2” E:=, B x ) , ~ ~ N  is a fundamental sequence of bounded sets in E satisfying 
2Cf, c C,,+, for every 17 E N .  
It is easy to see that for every locally convex Hausdorff space E the sets { I ,  (B)  : B E B(E)} 
and {B”’ : B E &E)} are fundamental systems of bounded sets in I,(@ (cf. M. Florencio & 
P.J. Paul [ 16],2.5). Now we give an example that for genera1 norma1 Banach sequence spaces 
h such a description of bounded sets in A(E)  is not possible. We may even choose h = I l .  
Example 4.2. Consicler- cg equippecl witli tlw wenk topology. Tlieii eiwry boirneied set in 
E := (co, ( ~ ( c g ,  L I ) )  is aksorbed by tlie bounded and closed set B,,, (tlie closed m i t  bcill iii co), 
Iience (nB,,,),,€N i s  LI fundnt~iental sequence of bouticled sets iii E(= (co, ~ ( c g ,  Il))). We Iznve [m‘~‘~)] + 11 (E)  atw~ tiierejiwe(t*m‘l(E)),,E,,t is izot n jiinc/Litizentcri seqne ice qf boumied 
sets in 11 (E).  
Indeed, x := ( x ~ ~ ) , ~ ~ , , ,  := ( ( ( 0 ) k  , f ,  1 ,  (0 )~ .  >,i)),rEl~ is contained in  11 (E) ,  because foi- every 
.f E I1 = e6 we have CfiEN 5 IVIIi. On the other hand CirEN IIxf,Ilw = m, so x is not 
contained in the span of I1(Bc,,). Using that 11 satisfies property 6 )  we can apply 3.3 to 
conclude that I l  (Bc,,) is closed in EAf and therefore closed in 11(E). Hence x 
If E is a metrizable locally convex space, the situation looks much nicer. We prove the 
following lemma to get a canonical description for a fundamental system of bounded sets in 
NE). 
Lemma 4.3. Let (A, 11 . I x )  be n iior-incil Banacli seqireiice spcice ancl let E bc ci locnlly C ~ I Z V ~ A -  
Hcrirsdotff space. I f  ( C k ) k ~ n t  is LI sequence of crbsolutely coiiiwx and closerl subsets of E and 
O < ( q . ) k E ~  = (x E 11, tlien 
/I(E) [m 1. 
Proof. Set v := nkEN (xr ick.  Let (x,,),,€N E nRENh(ck). 
For every t i  E N and every k E N with pck (x;,) > O we have 
Heiice, for ti E N: 
sc 
xf, E (E (xjpc,(~~,,))(x~~Ck, k E N , if there i s j  E N with pc,(xff) > O  
j= I 
and 
- I  
,I-,, E p n kck, p >O,  ifpcj(xfl) = O for everyj E N .  
k E N  
Corollary 4.4. Lct (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  he (i norincii Bnncich seqireiice spcice cind iet E be ci iiietrizcible 
loctiily conve,v speice. Then { h(B) : B E &E)} is ci fiinclcimentcil systein of boiuic/ecl sets in 
Proof. E possesses a zcro basis (UJ,),rEr\r consisting of absolutely convex and closed sets. Let 
B be a bounticd subset of h(E).  Tlien tliere exist p I i  > O  such that p c p,,h(U,,) for every 
11 E N .  If C : i),iEiV 2”p,,U,,, then C is boiinded i n  E and lemma 4.3 iinplies B C h(C). 
Remark 4.5. For h = I l  tlie cibovo corollcii~y hcis  ixeii proved hy A, Pietsch (see [32]) ciiicl 
it inecins tlieit the sptice E scitisjies the property ( B )  (f Pietsch. r f  h is peifect, the previoiis 
corollcii~y is covered hy ci result 0j’R.C. Rosier [34/ cinel he ccillecl loccilly convex Hciwclorfs 
spcices E fundaineiitally A-bouiided (f { h(B) : B E B( E ) }  is ci~fiiiiclrrmeiitcil systeiti qf bounded 
sets in h(E). 
A s  tlie excimple 4.2 shows, citi nnnlogous clescription cis proveel in corollciry 4.4 f o i .  the 
boiinclecl sets in h(E) is not possibli~ in genereil, Eveii in tlte ceise qf DFM spaces (the strong 
chrnls qf Frkchet-Monte1 spcices) thew cire coiliiter exciniples: 
For che DFM space E consti.ucteeI h j  Kijthe [24], 531, 5. cve h « i ~ ?  co(E) @ i)RED(R co(B). 
(But Iciter ,l’e cvill see thtit in this ccrse one h o s  to rise the closures of tlte sets co(B) to get n 
~%nel~i inentd  systetn of boiinclecl sets in co(E).) 
Norv \ve corisiclvr tlie situcitiori on the cliicil si& of inetrizable locciily convex spcices. We 
recnll soine clejìr i it ions: 
Definition 4.6. Let ( E ,  I )  Be ci loccilly conve.v Hciiiscloi-J’ spctce possessing ci fiinclciinentcil 
sequence of botuicled sets (B, l ) , iE ,~ .  E is ccillecl ci 
i )  gDF space if T is tlte.fine.st loceil!\. convex topology oit E coliose restriction to each B,, 
coiiicicles ri*ith I .  
ii) DF space if ( E ,  I) is K~,-clii~i.sibeirrellecl, i.e. whenever U is the countcible intersection 
ojcibsoliiteiy con \*ex cincl closecl zero izeighbourhoocls cincl U is bornivorous then U is rigain 
ci zero iieiglil~ouritoocl. 
VE). 
Remark 4.7. i )  Let E be ci loccilly con vex Hciii.scloi ff spcice which possesses ci .fiinclnnientcil 
sequence qf bowteleci sets (Bi1), ,E~t scitisfi:iiig 2B, c B,,-ti, 11 E N. Then E (e$ e.g. [29], 
8.1.12) is n gDF spnce (f and oniy iffor eveiy seciireiice ( UI I ) l JE1~~  ?f zero iieighl~oiirhood.s the 
set i),rEiV( U,, + B,,) is cigciiii ci zero iieiglibaiiriioocl. 
ii) E\~ei-y DF spwe  is ci gDF space (cf e.g. [29/, 8.3.3) eiiicl every gDF spcice is quasi- 
iioriiiabìe (cf e.g. [29], 8.3.37), i.e. ,far eveiy cibsolutely convex zero neighi~ourhoocl U in E 
there esists citi ciBsoliiteiy convex :ero iieighìmirhooci V in E siich theit.for every p > O tltere 
is ci borinclecl siihset B in E rvith V C pU + B. 
iii) Every gDF’ spcice scitisJies the countable neighbourhood property, i.e., given ciny se- 
qirence (UJl)J,Ei\~ of zero iiei~ltl~ourlloocIsio~~cl.s in E, there cire p,, > O for every n E N such tltcit nrrEiV pII illJ is ci zero neighimirhooel in E (see e.g. [29] 8.3.5). 
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iv) The strong duul of ci inetrizcible loccilly convex spcice i s  ci complete DF speice (e$ e.g. 
Now we iniprove remnrk 4.7 i). Tlie idea is due to J.  Bonet ciricl A. Peris (personeil 
[29], 8.3.9) and the strong clucil of ci gDF spcice is ci Fr6chet spciee (e$ e.g. [29], 8.3.7). 
coniniiaiication). Cornpare peirt ii) with [3], 5.A, 17, 579. 
Theorem 4.8. Let E be ci loceil!,: convex Hcnr.scI[)i~~.sl~ace. 
i )  E is a gDF space ifaiid oidy i f E  conicrins ci sequence (Bl,),lE,,~ of bouiicled eiird cibsoliitely 
convex subsets sati<fiing 2B1, C B,,+ I jòr ecich n arch thcit.for every secjuence ( U l t ) i i E ~  of zero 
neighbourhoods the set nItEAl( UIt + Bl l )  is eigeiin ci zero neighbour.lioocl. In this ccise, & E ) I t E l ~  
is ci firncicinieiital sequence of boiiiiclecl sets in E. 
ii) E is ci DF spcice if'and only if E coiirains ci seqsrence (Bl t ) l t~l \~  of I?ouncleel ciircl cil~soiiitely 
convex subsets scitisfying 2B,, C B,,+, for  ecrch ii sucIr thcit for eveiy seqiieiice ( Uli)rrEl\t oj' 
zero neighbouriioods cind very ( p , r ) l i E , , ~  E ( O ,  00)"~ tile set nIiEN(u,, + C;i= I p k ~ k )  is cigeiin ci 
zero neighbourhoocl. 
Proof. i) If E is a gDF space, then remark 4.7 i )  implies the existence of the required sequence 
(B,,)lrE~t. For the converse, let (B,,),,EAi a sequence of bounded and absolutely convex subsets, 
satisfying 2B1, c B,,+, for each I ? ,  be given such that for every sequeiice ( U , l ) , t E ~  of zero 
neighbourhoods the set nrrEN(Ul t  + Blt) is again a zero neighbourhood. Using again remark 
4.7 i) it remains to show that ( ~ E ) l l E l ~ ~  is a fiindamental sequence of bounded sets i n  E. 
Assume the existence of a bounded subset B of E which is not contained in z" for every 
n E N. Since 2B1, c Bl,+, there exists a bounded sequence ( x l l ) t t E l ~ ~  i n  E with xlt # nB,, 
for every 11 E N. Hence, for every n E N there are zero neighboiirhoods Ull i n  E with 
x,, nUIt +iiB,,. This iinpliesxk # k n,,EA,(U,t +B, , )  for every k E N 1  a contwdiction, because 
( x ~ ) R € , v  is bounded and and ~ l , E N ( U l i  + B,,) is a zero neiglibourliood. 
ii)  Let E be a DF space. By defìnitioii, E possesses a fiindamental seqiience of bounded sets 
( B l i ) l i E l ~ ~  (satisfying 2B1, c B,,+, , i1  E N ) .  Let a seqiieiice (U,t),tE,\t of zero neighbourhoods in 
E and ( p l r ) , r E ~  E (O, 00)'' be given. We have to show that U := nr iEN(Ul l  + E:=, pkBk) is a 
zero neighbourhood. There exists absolutely convex zero neiglibourhoods VI, in E such that 
2V1, C U,, for every n E N. Heiice 
-. L 
-E 
I l  
Then V absorbs each B,, and therefore it is bornivorous. By definition, E is Wo-quasibarrelled 
and this yields that V is a zero neighbourhood in E (which is contained in  U) .  
For the converse, let a sequence (Bl,)iiE,,~ of bounded and absolutely convex subsets of E, 
satisfying 2B1, c Bl,+, for each IZ, be given such that foi- every sequence ( U l t ) l i E l ~  of zero 
neighbourhoods and every (pl i ) , lEl \~  E (O, 00)" the set n,,El,l (Ull  + pkBk) is agaiii a zero 
neighbourhood. If p,, := &, n E N, we get with i)  that E is a gDF space and that ( ~ " ) , , E , \ ~  is 
a fundamental sequence of bounded sets i n  E. 
of 
closed and absolutely convex zero neighborhoods i n  LI be given such that V := nftE,\, VI, 
is bornivorous. There are plt > O  with 2"+'p,,B,, C V for every ii E N and therefore 
It remains to prove that E is W~~-qiiasibarrelled. To see this, let a seqiience 
pkBk c AVI, for every t i  E N .  This iinplies that V contains the zero neighbourhood nliEl~l (i VI,+ E::=, pkBk)  and we are done. 
To aiply the previous theorein to vector valued sequence spaces we need the following 
lemina which is based oii an idea of R. Hollsteiti 121 1, lemina I .  (A similar version is due to 
F. Mayoral [27] ,  2.8.1 .) 
Lemma 4.9. Ler (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  be ( i  t io i7 i i c i l  Bciticich seqiiet7ce spcice (inci ler E be ci loccilly cotisex 
cibsoliitely co171~e,v ze iv  t7ei,~hDourlroocl i17 E. Tiieti Jbr evety E > O we licive 
Hciir .scl(~t~.sl~(ice.  L 1 Bi , . . . , B,,, C E be Doiiiided « 1 7 d  ~ i ~ J . S O / l l t ~ / ~ ~  cotìì>~,ì' c i t d  ler u be ciil 
A(U + Bk) c ( 1  + E)A(U) -I- h(Bk). 
!i= I k= I 
Proof. Let E > O  be given. By 2.4 there is some O < ( c x l l ) l l E ~ ~  E EBA. 
without loss of generality that /?i == I .  The fu11 assertion follows by iiiduction. 
every 17 E N :  
Since h ( U )  is ii  zero neighbourliood which absorbs the bounded sets h(Bk) we can assuine 
Let ( ,V~ , ) , , ~ , \ I  E h(V)  witli V := U + B l .  The boundediiess of the set B I  then implies for 
X J J  E (P  \ / (SI,)  + Oc,,)U + p\~(.ì',,)BI .
Hence there exist y,, E (p,/( ,vl l)  + cx,,)U and zii E p,,(.v,,)Bl such that .v,, = y,, + z,, for every 
17 E N .  By the norniality of  the closed unit ball B A  of h we get 
and 
(PR, ~ z l l ~ ~ l l E l \ ~  E I l~ l~\~(~ì ' l , ) ) , ,E1\~l IBx c BA. 
Thcn ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ) 1 1 ~ 1 ~ ~  E ( 1  + E)A(U) and (Z,,)~,~~V E ~ ( B I )  by the boundedness of 81. 
Theorem 4.10. Ler (A,  1 1  . Il,,) ke ci tiortiicil Baticich seyuence spcice eitzcl let E be ci DF spcice 
(gDF spnce). Tiieti h(E) i s  ci DF spcice (gDF space, ivsp.). lf' ( B , I ) , , E ~ ~  is ci ~firiiclciinetztal 
seyireiice qf boui icl~~cl sets i17 E .scitisf.kitig 2B,, c Bl,+l .fili. evet-y 11 E N ,  tketi (h(B,,) ) 1 , ~ ~ ~  is 
cifirt~clonieiiteil seciirerice qf Doiiti(lecl scts i11 h(E). 
Proof. In both cases there exists a fiindarnental sequence of bounded sets ( B , l ) l i E , ~  in E 
satisfying 2B1, c B,,+, for every 11 E N .  
Let E be a gDF space and let (Wl i ) , rE ,~~  be an arbitrary sequence ot' zero iieighbourhoods in 
h(E). Then t1iei.e are absolutely convex zero tieighbourhoods U,, i n  E with 2h(U,,) c W,, for 
every 17 E N .  Usiiig lemina 4.9 we get 
-A(E) 
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Since E is a gDF space we get that nJIEI\,(U,l + BJl )  is a zero iieighbourhood in E and this 
implies that nJJEJ\,(W,l + h(BJI)) is a zero neighboiirhood in h(E). Applyiiig theorem 4.8 i )  we 
see that h(E) is a gDF space with fundariiental sequence of bounded sets (h(BJl) 
The proof iii the DF case riins aloiig the same lines: Let E be a I>F space antl let (WJI),IEI\f 
be a seqiience of zero neighbourhoods i n  h(E) and let ( p J l ) f l E l \ ~  E (O, m)'\f be arbitrary. Then 
there are absolutely convex zero iieighbourhoods U,, i n  E with h(2UJl)  c Wfl for every 1 1  E N. 





Since E is a DF space we get witli theorem 4.8 i i )  that nflE!\, (UJl + E:=, p k B ~ . )  is a zero 
pah(B~.)) is a zero neighbourhood neighbourhood in  E aiid this iinplies that 
in A(E). Applyiiig again theoreiii 5.8 ii) we arrive at  the coiicliisioii. 
Corollary 4.11. Let (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  be CI iioriìinl B m d i  .sec/irciice S ~ C I C . ~  miil lei E Oe CI loccrll~ 
coiiwx sp~ice. lf E i s  CI gDF spcrce, tl ieii  {h(B) . B E B(E)}  is c~,firiii~i~rìiciitc~l systeiii of 
lmritclecl s e t s  iii h(E). I f  eitlier E is CI gBF spctce C I I ~ C I  h sntisfies pivpei.t.v 6 )  or E is imwizahle, 
h i i  e w i  { h(B)  : B E B(E)} is cr.Jiriict(riiieiitc1 
Proof. Because 01' 4. I O  aiid 4.4 only the secoiid assertion i n  tlie case that E is a gDF space 
aiid h satisfies property 6) still needs u proof. 
But this follows froiii the fact that h(B) is closed i n  h(E) whenever B is u bounded, closed 
aiid absolutely convex subset of E aiid h satisfies property 6) (cf. 3.3). 
Remark 4.12. I f  E i s  CI gDF sp~rce wid h strtisjes property y), tlzcvz h(E) is ( I  topologicnl 
.sirb.sp«ce of'h(")(E) trricifiw CI gii>e/i.fìuickrnieiitcil sequence ofl~o~iricted sets (BfI  )JIEl \ f  .satisj!ing 
2B,, c B,,+, ,fiw evet;v / i  E N ivc gct tlirit (h("(B,,) f l  h(E)),IEl\) i s  ci,firri~l~iiizeizfcrl sequeiice OJ' 
hoiiticlecl s e t s  iii A( E). 
Now we consitler the topological dual h(E)' of h(E)  i f  h satislies property E ) .  I t  will tiirii 
out that the properties provecl in corollni-y 4.1 1 are iinportant for ii canonical descriptioii of 
the strong diial of h(E).  Thc resiilts coiicerning this topic werc csseiitially proved by R.C. 
Rosier [34] i n  the more geiiei'iìl coiitext of iM-topologies. We give liere short proofs for tlie 
case we considei.. Let (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  be ii iioriiiol Banach seqiience spnce sntisfyiiig propcrty E )  
(i.e. cp is dense i n  A) aiitl let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space. I n  this case P<") is densc 
in h(E)  aiid therefore we caii ideiitify a contiiiuous linear forniJ E h(E)' via 
(WJl + 
-X(E) . 
teiii of korriìdd s e i s  in h(E).  
with the sequence V ; l ) J I E A f  i n  E'. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we inay assume that the ripht hand side is finite, IIall~ = 1 
and 1x1 = OL E q ~ .  
First we iiotcf(s) = ~ , i E I V , f ; l ( , v l , )  fors  = ( , Y ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ \ ~  E l?") aiid C3nEi\~~IIC c h(C). It follows 
5 Sl"P{C l f ; l ( ~ l l ) l  : ( .Y , l ) l /EN E E ? l l E A ' ~ l l C }  
== sup{ I ~ . f ; l ( , Y , l ) l  : (&)IlE/\/ E ~3/lElVa/lC) 
lt€l\l 
I l  E Al 
5 sup{[f(.r)l : s E h(C)}. 
Fora norma1 Buriach seqiience space h we considered in remark 2.17 ii) its a-dual X x .  We 
had equipped this space with the norin 11  . 1 1 ~ -  adinittiiig the polar By'" of BX as its closed 
unit ball. We could show that ( A X ,  11 . I IXX ) is a norinal Baiiach seqiieiice space satisfyiiig 
property 6). With the help of the previous leinina we caii prove (cf. [34], p. 492-494) the 
following representatioii of the dunl of h(E).  
Theorem 4.14. Lei (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  l)e ci i i o i ~ i n c i l  Bcinncli seciiience spcice scrtisfiiiig propetq E )  rind 
Iet E be ci locnlly coiivex Hciuscloiff spcice. Tlien 
i )  h(E)' c hX((E', B W ,  E ) ) ) .  
i i j  For ~ \ J c I : \ ~  cihsolutely convex cinci closed sulxet C of E \ve licive 
= hX(c0) n A(E)'. 
i i i j  Tlie strotig topology on the cl~icrl of A( E )  i s  j n e r  tlieiri tlie reltrtive topology iricliicerl Dy 
A X  ((E')  P<E') E))) .  ~ ~ i e y  coiricirie ifcincl oniy ~{XGG""' : B E B(E))  is eifiiric~cimentci~ systern 
qf boiinciecl sets in A@). 
Proof. i )  Let .f =: ( f ; l ) l l E l ~  be ci coii~iririoir.s liiic~ir~fi~i-iii 0 1 1  A( E). Tlieri tlieiv is eiri cihsoliitely 
coii\~ex cein rieigliDoiirlioocl U in E aich tlicit siip,,EX(u) lf(s)l 5 1. T11e pivikms leriiriici 
inip1ie.s ( p ( p  ~ 1 ) ) 1 1 ~ 1 ~  E h X  . HeiiccS E h X  ((([ ilo], p p ) ) .  Uo is ec/tiicoritiiiiioii.s aricl tlierejbre 
stroiigI~1 l~ouridedcrncl we g e t f  E A X ( ( [ U o ] , p u e ) )  c h X ( ( E ' ,  B(E' ,E))) .  
i i j  Let c c E ìx  c i~~so~i i t e~y  COIII:C.Y ciric~ c~osec~. Let . f  = ( f ; l ) l , E A l  E A(C)O~(")'. ~ s i n g  
i )  we seef E h>:((E', fi(E', E ) ) )  cinei ivitli Ieriiiiici 4.13 PIW get ( P ~ o V ; ~ ) ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  E B x x .  Hence 
Foi. the co11ve1.s~ iriclir.siori let,f = ~ l ) l l E l \ ~  E h X  (C") n h(E)' De gii:en. Tlieii \ve kcivefor 
f E hX(CO).  
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becnuse pc(x, , )  E BA a r z d p ~ ~  V;!) E BA. (= BXA ’ ). 
Applyiizg corollnry 4.11 we get: 
Corollary 4.15. Let (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  I x  n iiornic~I Bciiirich sqiience space satisfiing yroyerh E )  
nizd E be ci gDF s p c e  or a nietrizable loc~illy coizvex spnce. Tlzeri the stroizg h u l  c?fA(E) is 
a topologicnl subspace of AX((E’, @(E’, E))). 
Remark 4.16. Let (A, 1 1  . 1 1  A)  be a tiorinal Banach sequerice space sciti.~irigpro~erty E). Tlwn 
A’ = A X  nnd it is easy to see that diral iiorni 1 1  . IIxt is 11 . / I A A .  
We now considei- tlze genera1 ccise (tlze pi-oojìs iiiiplicitly coiztiiiried in /34] arid [ 161 wlzere 
dgebrciic nnd ropologiccd idetitìties fi)r more conililiccited vectoi- vnlireù sequence spcices 
wei-e proveci). Tlie Jecond part is l m v e c l  (uncler muclz strorzger nssuniI~tions) in [28], 2.3. 
Theorem 4.17. Let (A, 1 1  . Il,+) be a riorninl Bcinciclz seyirence spnce satisfyazg pr-operh E )  
niid let E be a locnlly convex Hausdoijjf spcrce. Then A(E)’ coincirle.s dgebrciìcdly witli 
AX((E’,  @(E’, E) ) )  (fcindoiilJi ijf’orevery,f = (f; l ) , lE~ E hX((E’ ,  B(E’, E ) ) )  ther-e is U E &(E) 
ifoiie ciftttis is true aiid ifi in aciditioli, {mA‘B B E B(E))  is a~firnùameiital systeiii of 
bounded sets in A(@, tlzen tlie stroiig hrnl oj A(E)  is AX((E‘,  @(E‘, E))). 
Proof. Let U be an absolutely convex zero neighbourhood in E and f = ( f ; i ) i i E , v  E AX(Uo).  
Then we have for every x = (~,,),,~,,i E A(U) 
sucli thnt f E A X  ( UO).  
aiid hencef’ E A(E)’. 
neighbourhood U i n  E such thatf E A( 
For the converse, ietf’ E A(E)’ be given. Then there is ai1 absolutely convex and closed zero 
Theorem 4.14 part i i )  guai-anteesJ’ E A X  ( V ” ) .  
To prove the reinaining topological identity we apply theoi-ein 4.14 pwt i i i ) .  
Remark 4.18. Let (A, 1 1  ‘ 1 1 ~ )  be LI iiortiierl Baric~ch seqirence s p c e  satisjyiizg property E )  cincl 
ler ( E ,  11 . 1 1 ~ )  ke a riornial sprice. rfwe derzote the cliicrl iiorni on E’ bv 1 1  + 1 1 ~ 1 ,  then tlie tlirorenis 
7.17 arzd4.14 p i - t  ii) itiiply tlicit A((E, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ ) ) ’  = A’ ((E’, 1 1  . 11s)) (isoinetricrill~~). 
Corollary 4.19. Let (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  be ci norinal Bmiaclz sequence space .sriti,~~ing/7rol~eriy E )  aiicl 
let E be CI quasibarrelled loccill~ cotivex Hciusdot~sytrce. r f { A X ( B )  : B E &(E’, @(E’, E) ) ) }  
is a funclmiiental systenz of bouiided sets in A X  ((E‘, @(E’, E))) ,  then fhe clunl of A(E) is 
(algebrnicnllv) AX((E’,  @(E’, E))). i f ;  in additiori, {A(B) . B E B(E)} is c~Jiuiclanientcil 
system ojboiincled sets in A(E), tlierz tlie strvng cliicil of A(E) is h X  ((E’, @(E’, E))) .  
Proof. Using theorem 4.14 it reinains to show the algebraic identity. Letf = V;r)iiE,” E 
AX((E’,  @ (E’, E ) ) )  be arbitrary. Then there is an absolutely convex aiid bounded set B in  
(E’, P(E’, E ) )  witlif E AX(B) .  E is quasibarrelled, hence B c LI” for some zero neighbour- 
hood U in E. Applying theorein 4.17 we have f E A(E)’. 
Using the corollaries 4.1 1 and 4.19 and having iii niind that A X  satisfies property 6) (for 
every norma1 Banach sequence space A) we get: 
--%E) . 
Corollary 4.20. Let (A ,  11  . I lx) iic (I rioiwicil Bniicicli scyrreiice sprtce .scttisfi!iiig properq &). l f  
E is (I irietri:cible loc~rlly ewi i i v .Y  spcrce or- if E is ci c ~ r r t r s i l ~ e r i - r ~ ~ l l c ~ c l  DF speice, tlieii tlie str-oiig 
I n  the last pait of this clinpter we waiit to consider propeities of boundecl subsets of vector 
valuecl seqiieiicc spaces. We lise essciiiially leiiiiiia 4.3 ancl leiiinia 4.9 to get the iesults. But 
lìi'st let iis piove tlie followiiig leiiiina: 
Leninia 4.21. l x t  E ho ci loctrlly coiive.~ Herirscl~~i~~~s~ieice. Lei B (I hoiriiclecl criicl crbsolirtciy 
coiivo.~ .sith.vet of E ciiiel let  U De ( 1 1 1  rriisoliite~ly coiive.~ zein riei~~lil~oirrlioocl iii E. For E > O tlie 
j h : i r  i,? li olcls: 
cliicrl ($NE)  i s  AX( (E ' ,  (S(E', E) ) ) .  
i)fi)r ciw:\.s E 121: we 11 t r i v  131; n (.i. + (I) c 2~ n ( I + &)i/' + s, 
ii) i~ n u c B n ( I  + E)u''. 
Proof. i )  Let s E 12" be giveii. If V is lin absolutely convex zero iieighbourhood which is 
contained i n  +i/. theii 
Tliis iiiiplies i). 
i i )  Let V be as i n  the pioof of part i). Then 
Tliis pioves i i ) .  
Proposition 4.22. Let ( A ,  11  ' Ilx) be ci iioi.iricil Bcriicrcli seeiiiciice spcrce criicl let (E, 7 )  he CI 
loccrlly corises Hcrirscloi:[f .spcrc<c srrcli tlicrl { A(B) : B E B(E)}  is ci ~fìriiclciiiieritcrl systeiii qf 
lioirnclecl sets iii A(E) (e.'?. let E be ci g B F  spcrce). I f e i v r ; ~  lioiriiclecl sirbset of E is inctrizeible, 
tlieii tlie scriiie 1iolcI.sfoi~ ewiy lioiiiiclecl siibset of A(E). 
Proof. Eveiy boiinded siibset o f  A(E) is contained i n  A(B) foi soiiie B E &E), so we rnay 
restrici oiirself to such sets. Let B E B(E) be given aiicl coiisider a nietiizable locally convex 
topology S ori tlie slxin ofB wliich coiiicides o11 B with 7 .  Theii piopositioii 3.1 yields that on 
h(B) tlie topologies iiiduced by A((E, 7) )  mid A ( ( l R ] , S ) )  coincide. A((lB1, S)) is nietiizable 
aiid we apply leiiiiiia 4.21 to gei tlie assertion. 
Tlie followiiig resuli is of tlie saiiic type. 
-A(/:) 
- 
Proposition 4.23. Lei (A ,  11  . Il,\) be ci r ior~ i i rc i l  Bcrricrcli seciiierice sperce criicl .siily)o.se (E ,  7) i s  
(1 ioccr//J colllve,Y ~crii.sc~ot;f~.sl)trce slrc11 t / w  {x$"' : B E B(E)}  is ( ~ f i ~ ~ 1 c k r ~ ~ ~ ~ r m I  . s p m t i  
bouiiclecl sets iri A(E) (e.g. E is ci gDF sperce). ìf E scitisfies tlie strict M(ickej coiiclitioii (i.e. 
jo i .  ewry B E B(E) t1iei.c. is C c B iii B(E) sircii tlieit the topologies o l i  B iiiclucecl l q s  7 eiiicl 
pc coiiiciclc), tlieii A( E )  .srrti,y%?.s tlic sti'ict Mcrckey coiiclitioii. 
Proof. Every bounded set of h(E) is contained i n  A(B) foi some B E B(E), so we niay again 
restrict ourself to sucli sets. Fix B E B(E). Tlien it exists some C E B(E) such that foi 
- 
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every E > O there is an absolutely convex zero neighbourhood U with B n U c EC. Usiiig the 
lemmata 4.21 and 4.3 we get: 
-A(/:, 
and it follows that the topologies induced on h(B)  
We noted already that for every nornied (rnetrizable locally convex) space E the space h(E) 
is again iiorined (metrizable, resp.). Now, we consider quasinorniable spaces E, i.e. locally 
convex Hausdorff spaces satisfying the following property: 
For every absolutely convex zero neighbourhood I/ in  E there exists ari absolutely convex 
zero neighbourhood V in E such that for every p > O  there is a bounded subset B i n  E with 
V c p U + B .  
Proposition 4.24. Let (A, 11 . Il,) f z  CI iioriiicil Bciiicicfi seriiieiicc~ spcice c i i id  ci.s.siiiiw E i s  CI 
ciiin.siiioi7iicible spcrce. Tìieii h(E) i.s ~rieisiiioi.innI~le. 
Proof. Let W be an absolutely convex zero neighbourhood i n  A(E). Then there is an absoliitely 
convex zero neighbourhood LI i n  E with 2h(U) c W. By assuniption is E quasinoriiiable. 
Hence, there exists another absolutely convex zero iicighbourhootl V c U i n  E such that for 
every p > O  there is a bounded subset B in  E with V c pU + B. Applying lemma 4.9 we get: 
h ( V )  c h(pU + R )  c 2ph(U) + h(B) c p W  + A(R). 
by h(E)  and p ,  coincide. 
This implies that h(E)  is qiiasinormabie. 
5. BARRELLEDNESS CONDITIONS FOR VECTOR-VALUED SEQUENCE SPACES 
Let (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  be a norinal Banach sequence space and Ict E be a locally convex Hausdorff 
space. In this chapter we will consider descriptions for bounded subcets of the space A(E) 
especially if E is inetrizable or  a DF space. As alreacly noted the space h(E) is metrizabie 
(or normed) whenever E has this property. In [ 171 the coinpleteness of the space h(E) was 
characterized: h(E) is complete if and oniy if E is complete. 
We aie now iiiterested i n  barrelietlness conditions for Fréchet- and DF space-vaiued seqii- 
ence spaces. Precisely, we waiit to investigate the barrellediiess of h(E) for DF spaces E mid 
the distinguisiiediiess of h(E) for Frécliet spaces E. 
If cp is dense in h we noted i n  remark 2.17 iv) that h is the regiilar siibspace (in tiie sense of 
T. Koniura & Komura, 1231) of the perfect space A("). I n  this casc M. Floreiicio & P.J. Paul 
[ 16],3.18, proved that h(E) is a (barrelied) DF space ifand only ifE is ;I (barrelled) DF space. 
If, in addition, cp is dense in ( A X ,  D(hX,  A)) we can again apply the result of M. Florencio & 
P.J. Paul [ i 61, 3.18, to ensure for every Fréchet space E that X(E) is distiiigiiished if anti only 
if so is E. 
For h = I, S. Dierolf ([ 121, (5. i 3)) proved that I,(E) is a DF space whenever E is a DF 
space. K.D. Bierstedt & J. Bonet ( [ 2 ] ,  1.5) could show tiiat I,(E) is a quasibai-relled DF 
space if and only if E is a DF space satisfying the dual density condition. in  a previous paper 
K.D. Bierstedt & J. Boiiet [ I 1 proved [or metrizable spaces E that  Il ( E )  is distiiiguislied if aiid 
oiily if E satisfies the deiisity coiiditioii. 
First we consider barrelied iiietrizable spaces E aiid ;ve prove that in  iliis case h(E)  is 
barrelled. To do this we need a leninia. which is basecl o11 ari idea of A. Defaiit & W. Gavaerts 
[SI, it appc~ii~s i n  a wcaker foriii i n  121 and i t  is coiitaiiied i n  aii abstract Banach-Steinhaus 
theorein due to S. Diaz. A. Ferniindez, M. Florencio 8: P.J. Paul (see 191, theoreiii I ) .  But for 
the sake ofcompleteness we will prove here version we need. 
Lemma 5.1. Lei (A, 11 ‘ I lx)  he ci iioriiicil Bciiicich seqircwcc~ sperce ci i id  ler E he ci loctil1.v coiive.~ 
Hcii i .scloi:~~.s~~crce.  ![A( E )  i s  c~iici.siI~ci~i~elletI1 ciiicl E i s  Ixissellecl, theii A( E )  i s  cilso hcisselleel. 
Proof. Let T be a barrei in  h(E) .  We have to show that T absorbs the bouiided sets. Let B E 
B ( h ( 0 )  be arbitrary. Withoiit loss of gerieixlity we assume that B = nl,Ec..y(E) pJ(p-’ ([O, 11)) 
with positive pr. p E cs(E). To abbreviate we define for 11 E N: 
LI, := n E  x n {O} aiid MI,  := n{O} x n E. 
x q 1  k > l l  x > I l  
For 11 E N i t  is immediate that h(E)  is topoiogically isoiiiorphic to the direct siiin (h(E)  n 
and h(E) n L,, is barreiled ( i t  is isoiiiorphic to E‘,). Hence, T absorbs the set Lll) e, (h(E)  n 
BnL, ,  fore\/et.yit E Al. FroiiiB = nl,Ec.,t(,:) pJ(p-i([O, 1I))weobtaiii B c BnL, ,  +BnM,, .  
So, the proof will be coinplete if we can sliow that Tabsorbs B n MI,  for soiiie i i  E N. 
Assume this is iiot truc. Theii. for every I I  E N, there exists .v(,,) := (.vr))kE,\r E ( B  fì M f l )  \ 
2’nT. If E deiiotes the coiiipleiioii of E: theii the spnce h(É)  is coinplete (see 1171) and we 
may delìiie a inapf‘ : 11 -> h(.t?) by 
, , = I  
A standard argiiinent (cf. [29], 3.2.13) sliows that f (B1,  ) is the closiire of the absolutely 
convex hi i l l  of’ {2-”.v(”) : I I  E N } .  So.f(B,, is ti conipact (ancl absoliitely coiivex) subset of 
A@), heiice a Baiiach disc. But \ve coinputc for  e \wy  (x E 11 that 
Hence, f ( B , ,  ) is eveii coiitniiied i n  h(E). Siiice cvery barrcl absorbs the Banach tiiscs, 
f(B1,) is absorbed by T.  I n  particiilar, T absorbs { 2-”.v(”) : i? E Al}. a contiadiction to 
s,, $ 2’11T, 11 E N .  
Remark 5.2. i )  Let E ci loccilly coiive.v Hciir.scloi;.f‘.si~cice. Let T b c ~  e i n  crbsolirrely coiivex .sirb.set 
oj’h(E), wliicli eiO.sos0.s evesj Baiieicli clisc iii h(E). IJ‘T crb.sosl~.s. iii aclelitioii, eve i :~  Doiriieled 
subset of nk<lr E x nk , ,, { O} for eiwry 1 1  E N ,  tlteii tlie Imqf of leniiiici 5. I sliows tliert T 
eiDsosl~.s ei~er~~’I~oiiitclec1 siibset of A( E). 
ii) Accorcliiig fo i). ,ve cciii wplcice ii i  leniiìici 5. I (r/ucrsi)Dcii~relle~l I>)> N~-(c~iici .s i )heir7-el l~cloi~ 
Dy (irltrei)l~osiiologicnI. 
If E is a inetrizable locally convex space, then A(E)  is quasibarrelled. Usiiig this we get 
with the help of lemma 5.1 : 
Corollary 5.3. Let (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  be CI iiosin(il Boiioclr seq~reiice sprrce C I I ~ C I  let E l?e CI inetsiZcihle 
1ocrill.y coiivex spcrce. I f  E is btrssellecl, then A(@ is bni-sellerl. 
It is iiiuch harder to obtain a result similar as 5.3 if E is a (quasi)barrelled DF space. It 
will turn out that i n  this case the property E )  for noriiial Banach seqiieiice spaces plays an 
important role. We fìrst consider the situation if A siitisfies E ) .  The followiiig theorem is 
contained in a result of M. Floi-encio & P.J. Paul (cf. [16], 3.8 ( i ) ) .  
Theorem 5.4. Let (A, 1 1  1 1  A)  he CI riosiizal Baiiacli seyuciice sp~ice satisf:jiizg Iwopesty E)  
ancl let E be CI qua.sibni.sellerl locc~lly coiivex Hciiistlosff spnce such tlint { A X  (B)  : B E 
B((E’, fi(E’, E ) ) ) }  is crfiiiiclniiieiztcil systein qf bouizded sets in A’ ((E’, b(E’, E))) .  Tlieiz A(E) 
is qimsìbar-wlled, 
Proof. Fix a bounded subset B of the strong dual of A(/?). Using theoreiii 4. I4 iii) we conclude 
that B is bounded i n  h X  ((E’, (3(E’, E))) .  Now, there exists some C E B((E’, (3(E’, E ) ) )  with 
B c AX(C). Using that E is quasibarrelled, we find a closed and absolutely convex zero 
neighbourhood ZJ i n  E whose polar CI” contains C. Applying theoreiii 4.14 i i )  we get 
B C A(U)oX(”)’ and therefore B is equicontinuous. 
Corollary 5.5. Let (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  be CI iiosiiicil Bniic~cli seqiieiice space sdsfjiiig psopesty E )  ciiicl 
let E be n quasiDassellerl D F  sprice. Tireii A(E) is qiici.sil~eisirllecl. 
Proof. (E’, fi(E’, E ) )  is inetrizable and corollary 4.4 implies that { A X ( B )  : B E &(E’, 
fi(E’, E ) ) ) }  is a fuiidainciital systcin of boundcd scts in h X  ((E’, B(E’, E ) ) ) .  An application of 
5.4 yields the desired stateineiit. 
Corollary 5.6. Let (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  be ( I  izoimul BoizLick seqìieiice spciw .strtisf\Yi?g p i v p e i q  E )  c~iicl 
let E be CI brisselled D F  spcice. Tlieii A(E) is bc~i~selled. 
Proof. The above corollary implies that A(E) is quasibarrelled. Applying leinina 5.  I completes 
the proof. 
Let us consider the situation in the case that E is a DF space and A does not satisfy property 
E ) .  
For exainple this sitiiatioii appears, ifE is the strong dual ofa iiietrizable space F and h is the 
space I,; then /,(E) is the strong dual of the space I i (F) .  Hence, I ,x(E)  is (quasi)barrelled 
if and only if / I  (F) is distinguished. K.D. Bierstedt & J. Bonet [ 1 I proved that 11 ( F )  is 
distinguished if aiid only if F saiisfies SLefaii Heinricli’s cleiisity cwrditioii (which will be 
introduced later). They obtained that this density conditioii is equivalent to the fact that every 
bounded subset of E (the strong dual of F) is inetrizable. I n  a subseqiient paper [2] K.D. 
Bierstedt & J. Boiiet iiitroduced the so-called dual density condition for locally convex spaces 
E aiid they could show, whenever E is the sti-ong dual of a inetrizable space F, that E satisfies 
the dual density condition if and only if F has the density condition. Moreover, whenever E 
is a DF space, they proved that the space I,(E) is quasibarrelled if and only if E satisfies the 
dual density conditioii. We will prove that tlie saiiie condition is sufficient and necessary even 
in the generai case. Using results from the previous chapter we will see that the dual density 
condition is sufficient. Tliat i t  is even necessary will follow by a reduction to the case which 
was proved by K.D. Bierstedt & J .  Bonet. 
introduced the density conditioii i n  the context of ultrapowerc of locally convex spaces. 
Definition 5.7. (CI: [ 191, 1.4) A loccilly c o i i w y  Hciuscloif spcice E ivith zero iieighbourliood 
filter &(E)  scitisfies the deiisity coridition (f; giveii niiy.firiictioii p : &(E) - ( O ,  x) ciiicl cui 
nrhitrciiy V E Uo(E). tlieiv ulivciys exist n.fiiiite siibset 3 qf Uo(E) n i i d  o bouiideil set B iiz E 
s1rch the1t 
Now, we introduce Heinrich's density condition and the dual deiisity condition. S. Heinrich 
n p ( ~ ) ~  B + V .  
U € 3  
It is easy to see and already noted by S. Heinrich that every qiiasinoriiiable locally convex 
Hausdorff space catisfies the density condition. 
Remark 5.8. (c$ [ I B ] ,  1.4) 111 tlie clejiiition oJ' the clensity coiulitioiz rve triciy replace Uo(E) 
by miy bcisis Li cf the zeso iieighhoiisliooclJi1tes of E. 
hdeed, the outcorning condition is not strictly stronger than the density condition: 
Given 5 : U i (O, oo), for every U E Uo(E) there exists V ( U )  E U with V ( U )  c U .  Define 
p : U"(E) i (O, oo) by p(U) := 6(V(U)) .  Heiice, for every finite subset 3 of &(E) there 
exists a finite subset L7 of Uwitkn,,,G 5(v)V c nuEF p(U)U. 
Proposition 5.9. Let E he ci iiietiYzcible loccilly coiivex spcice ciiicl let ( U l l ) , , E ~ ~  De ci bcisis qf rlie 
zero iieigkbouslioocl,Jilter iii E, Tlieii E siitisJes tlie deiisity coiiclitioii j f  ciiicl oiily (f.for evei-y 
sequeiice ( p l i ) l l E ~  E (O ,  x)" ciiicl eiv i ;~  reso i~eighborrrlioocl V iii E tlieir exist CI Douiided set 
B iii E ciiicl iii E N sirch tlicit 
For inetrizable spaces we get therefore: 
p1,U,, c B + V .  
>1= I 
Strongly connected with the derisity condition are the strong dual density condition and the 
dual density conclitioil which were introduced by K.D. Bierstedt & J. Bonet (cf. [2], 1.1). 
Definition 5.10. Let E be ci locdly coiives H ~ i ~ i s c I o i ~  spcrce. E satisJies the (strong) dual 
density condition #:fi)s cves):,firiiction cx : B(E) + ( O ,  00) cine/ every Douizciecl subset C oJ'E, 
these exist eilwciys li.fiiiite siihset 3 c?fB(E) criicl c1 zeso iiei~~hboiirliooel U iii E wch thnt 
c n u c i-( U R(B)B >I 
(C n u c i-( U R(B)B), respectively). 
K F  
R€F 
The following reinark is taken froin [2], 1.2. 
Remark 5.1 1. i )  Every loccilly coiives Hcrci.scloif s p c e  ivith the strict Mnckey conditioii 
scitisjìes tlie stroiig ducil cleiisity coiiclitioii. 
ii) Usiiig tlie sciiiie techiiique LIS iii reiiicirk 5.8 ive obtciiii theit irr the clejìnitioii of the dual 
cleiisity conditiori oiie cciii i.el,lcice B(E) by ciiiy fiiiiclciineiitcil systein of Douiicled sets B in E. 
Zikiiig polcirs tliis yielcls: 
30 L. Fiarick 
iii) Tlie stroiig dual qf a qunsibar-reìlecl locnlly con ve.^ Hrtu.scloi:~~E satisjies tlie dual deiisih 
coiidition (f and only (f it safisfies the . s t i~) i ig  dual density coiidition (f and only (f E sntisfies 
tlie density condition. Especicilly tliis equiidence 1iolcl.s if E is CI metrizcible loccrlly coiii>ex 
sl,ace. 
We now prove a characterization useful for DF spaces (cf. (21, 1.4). 
Proposition 5.12. h t  E be ci loceil!)! coiivex Heiii.~ck,i:f slince ~iossessiiig citi increrisiiig 
fiinclatneiitcil sequence ( B l l ) l l ~ l ~  of absoliitely convex eiiicl closecl lminclecl sets. Tlieii E sntisfies 
the (strong) cl~rcrl clensity conelitioii if and only iffor eveiy seycience ( all) l t~l \~ E (O,  m)“ aitcì 
every bouiiclecl set B in E tliere exist ci zero neigliì~oirrli~~~~cl U in E cinel i n  E N nich theit 
E 
Il1 
( B  n u c C CX~,B ,~ ,  respcctivety). 
li= I 
Proof. For every ( ~ l i ) l l E j , ~  E (O, oo)N and every I N  E N we gct 
11= I > I =  I > I =  I 
Using reinark 5.1 1 ii) this iinplies the assertion. 
The proof of the following theorem is essentialy contained in  [ 2 ] .  1.5. 
Theorem 5.13. Let E be ci DF spcice cincl let (Bll)llE!\~ be crn iiici~eci.sirigfiriiclcrii~eiitcil seycreiice 
of closeci, absolutely coiives cinel Doiindecl sets in E. A liocrnclecl ciiicl cil~soliitely convcx sirhset 
B of E is metrizeible i fc incl  oiily i f  for every sequence ( a , l ) l l ~ l ~ ~  E ( O ,  x)” there e,vist ci zero 
neighbourhoorl Il in E cinel m E N such theit 
E -  
> I l  
~n u c CX,,B,, .
Proof. Let B be inetrizable. 
Assume there is a sequence ( a l l ) l l ~ ~ ~  E (0,m)” such that for every i n  E N the set 
cx,,B,, does not contain a zero neighbourhood i n  B. Since B is inetrizable, there 
exists a zero sequence ( x l l ) l l E ~  in  B with sll1 $2 I CX,,B,,  i n  E Al. Hence, for every i n  E A’. 
there is an absolutely convex zero neighbourhood U,,, i n  E with xlll Ulll + E::=, allBll .  The- 
refore the sequence ( x l l ) l l E l ~ ~  is not residually contained i n  tlie zero neighbourhood nIllEiv U,,, + 
E::=, al,Bl,, a contradiction. 
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the sets xnEi cx,,B, , cx, positive and rational for n E N ,  define a countable system of zero 
neighbourhoods in B and it is easy to see that this system is a zero basis in B. 
Corollary 5.14. (CJ: [2], 1.5) Let E be a DF space. Then the following are equivalent: 
i) E satisfìes the dual densi9 condition. 
ii) Every bounded subset of E is metrizable. 
iii) There exists a continuous norm 1 1  . 1 1  on E such that on every bounded subset of E the 
topologies induced by E and by 1 1  . 1 1  coincide. 
Proof. According to proposition 5.12 and theorem 5.13 it remains to show that ii) implies iii). 
Therefore let ( B n ) n E ~  be a fundamental sequence of bounded sets in E. Assuming ii) we get 
for every n E N a sequence ( U n m ) m E ~  of closed and absolutely convex zero neighbourhoods in 
E defining a zero basis in B,. E satisfies the countable neighbourhood property and therefore 
there exists pnm > O  such that U := nn,mEN pnmU,, is a zero neighbourhood in E. The 
Minkowski functional I/ . 1 1  of U has the required property. 
Remark 5.15 i) Let E be a DF space in which every bounded subset is metrizable ol; 
equivalently, which satisfìes the dual densi9 condition. Then E is quasibarrelled. (This is 
due to A. Grothendieck, [18], p. 71, théorèm 5). 
ii) In every DFM space E the bounded subsets are precompact and therefore metrizable 
(see e.g. [31]), so E satisfìes the dual density condition and hence the strong dual densi9 
condition. 
We are now able to characterize the barrelledness of h(E) for DF spaces E. We proved in 
5.5 and 5.6: 
If A satisfies property E ) ,  then A(E)  is (quasi)barrelled if and only if E is (quasi)barrelled. 
The remaining part is given in the next result which has been proved by K.D. Bierstedt & 
J. Bonet (see [2], 1.5) in the case h = I,: 
Theorem 5.16. Let (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  be a norma1 Banach sequence space cot satisfying property E )  
and let E be a DF space. Then the following are equivalent: 
i) E satisfìes the dual density condition. ol%~, 
ii) Every bounded subset of E is metrizable. 
iv) A(@ is quasibarrelled. (a b iii) Every bounded subset of ( E )  is metrizable. 
Moreovel; A ( E )  is barrelled ifand only i f E  is barrelled and one of the conditions i)  to iv) 
is satisfìed. 
Proof. The equivalence of i) and ii) was proved in 5.14. In 4.22 we could show that ii) 
implies iii). 4.10 yields that h(E) is a DF space and so iii) implies iv) by remark 5.15 i). 
Let A(E)  be quasibarrelled. h does not satisfy property E )  and by theorem 3.8 this implies 
that / , (E) is a complemented subspace of A(E) .  Therefore l,(E) is also quasibarrelled. (For 
the following part of the proof compare with [12], (4.5),(5.12) and with [2], 1.5” (3) implies 
(i)”) Let (B,),,=N be an increasing fundamental sequence of bounded, closed and absolutely 
convex sets in E. 
*. )&/, 
Let ( c x J n E ~  E (O, be given. 
32 L. Frerick 
We define 
/I 
I f E N  k = l  
The sequence (I,(Ci= I a k i ? ~ . ) ) , ~ ~ , ~  is increasing, consists only of closed, absolutely convex 
and bounded sets and every bounded subset of the DF space I,(@ is absorbed by some 
Im(Ci=! Q B ~ )  (cf. 4.1 I ) .  So, we inay apply A. Grothendieck [18], p.72, lemma 4, to 
get V ' W ( ~ )  c 2V. Now, v'%(" is a bornivorous barre1 in I,(B and the quasibanelledness 
of I,(E) implies that V is a zero neighbourhood. So there is an absolutely convex zero 
neighbourhood in  E with I=(U) c V.  We get that For every bounded subset B in  E thei-e 
exists t i  E N such that 
I f  
B n u c Q B ~ .  
f=  1 
(Otherwise there is a bounded sequence (.Y,,),,Eh', coiitained in U. with $ E;;'=, OL~BX.  
for each ii E N, a contradiction to i,(U) c V.)  Because ( L % ~ ) ~ , ~ , w  is arbitrary we get with 
proposition 5.12 that E satisfies the dual density condition. So iv) iniplies i). The second 
assertion follows by the first part aiid lemma 5. I .  
Remark 5.17. i) Let E bc ci DF spcice witlz citi iiicreasiiig ,firiidciiiieiitcil seqiieiice (B,,),,Enr of 
boiinclecl~ closecl cinel cibsolutely coii  ve,^ sets. if E scitisfies t ke  elireil detisity coiieiition, tlieii, 
accorcliiig to the proof qf theoreni 5.16, it scitisfies tlie ( f i i r i i id ly)  stioitger coriditiori: 
Foi eiwiq ( o~,,),,~/V E ( O ,  o ~ j ) ~  tliere is ci zero tieighbourìioocl U siicli tliat foi. e i w y  bouiicled 
set B tliere exists ii E N wirli R n U c Ci=, 0cx.Bk. 
ii) I t  is possihle io opply direcrlj the result qf K.D. Biei-steclr & J .  Bonet tneiitioiiecl cihoiw 
to sliow tlicit tlie elucil clensity coiicìitioii is nece.s.reii:)-fiw tiie ~iici.siì~ar-iellec1tie.ss qf I ,  (E).  
We now want to consider distinguished (vectoi' valued) inetrizable spaces. Grothendieck 
called a locally convex Hausdorff space E clistiiiguishecl if its strong dual (E', @(E' ,  E ) )  is 
barrelled. If E is, in addition, metrizable, then E is distiiiguished if and only if (E', @(E', E ) )  
is quasibarrelled (bornological, ultiabornological, aii LB space) (see [ 181, p. 73, theorein 7). 
First we note: 
Remark 5.18. Let E be ci nietrizcihle iocciiij coiivex spnce. lf E stitisfies tlie clerisity conrlitioii. 
tìieii E is distitiguishecl. 
Indeed, E satisfies the deiisity conditioii if and only if the DF space (E', @(E' ,  E ) )  satisfies 
tlie dual density conditioii (see 5.1 1 iii)). But reinark 5.15 i )  iinplies that (E' ,  @(E',  E ) )  then 
has to be quasibarrelled. 
We will give a complete characterization of the distinguishedness o f h ( E )  whenever h is a 
norma1 Banach sequence space and E is a inetrizablc locally coiivex space. Analogously to 
the previous results on vector valued DF spaces (which we will use) condition E )  for norma1 
Baiiach sequence spaces will play aii iinportant role. Let LIS first consider the situation for 
norinal Banach sequence spaces h satisfyiiig property E ) :  
Theorem 5.19. Ler (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  i7e ci iiortiicd Bcincich seqtience sptice scitisfiing propertj E )  aiid 
let E he ci nietrizcible iocciily cotivex spcice. 
i )  l f  ( A X ,  11 - l l ~ . <  ) nlso .scrt(fìe.s pivperty E ) ,  thert h(E) i s  cli.s1iitgi4i.sl~ed (f critd on!\? if E is 
dist ii ig ir islt ed 
i i)  l f  ( A X ,  11 I Ix ,. ) cloe.s i y t  .scrti.!fi? projierty E) ,  theii h(E) i s  distiitgr(i.slted ( fc r i td  oiily ìf E 
scrtisfies tlic cleitsity coitdi1ioit. 
Proof. Becaiise h satisfies property E )  \ve get witli corollary 4.20 that tlie stroiig cliial of h(E) 
is the DF spacc hX((E’, fi(E’, E ) ) )  (topologically). 
i) If X x  satisfies the pi*operty E ) .  then Xx( (E’ ,  fi(E’,E))) is qiiasibarrelleci if and only if 
(E’, fi(E’, E ) )  is qiiasibarrcllecl (see 5.5) or, equivaleiitly, if aiid oiily if E is clistingiiished. 
ii) I f X X  cloes no1 satisfy property E)‘  then hx((E’,  fi(E’, E ) ) )  is qiinsibarrelied if and only 
if(E’, fi(E’, E ) )  satisfies the cliial density condition (see 5.16) or. eqiiivaleiitly. ifaiicl only if E 
satisfies the cleiisity coiiclition (see 5.1 I iii)). 
Remark 5.20. i )  7Iieorerti 5.19 i )  c1e.scribe.s tlie sitiicrrioti wlieriever h = I,,, 11 E: ( I , x;) or 
h = e(). 
i i )  Tlzeorerri. 5. I9 lxirt i i )  covers tlw cuse h = 11, wliicli ~ ( i s  considerecl by K.D. Biersteclt 
& .i. Ronet 1 I ] .  
Iii reiiiark 5.  I5 i) we iioted that a DF space E i i i  which every bouiided subset is inetrizable 
(i.e a DF space E which satisfies thc dual deiisity coiidition) has to be quusibarrelled. We used 
that tliis property is stable under foriiiiiig the vector valued sequeiice spaces h(E)  to get that 
h(E) is quasibai.i*elied for every DF space E witli the dual deiisity coiiditioii (aiid every iiorinal 
Banacli seqiieiice sixice A). If h does iiot satisfy property E ) .  tlieii h(E)  coiitains lx (E)  as a 
conipleiiieiited subspace aiid \ve couid show that tlie diial deiisity coiiditioii is also necessary 
for tlie quasibarrellediiess of I,(E) aiid therefore necessary for the quasibarrellediiess of h(B .  
We will iise tlie saiiie ideas iii  tlie exaininatioii of tlie distiiigiiisliediiess of h(E)  wlieiiever E 
is iiietrizable aiid h does iiot satisfy propei-ty E ) .  Wc first prove: 
Proposition 5.21. UY (A, 11 ’ 1 1 ~ )  Be ci iioriiinl Bciiicrcli seqiieiicc .sl>crce erite1 let Elio ci iiieti.iwble 
ioccrlly coii\~e.~ spcrce iohicli seiiisfies tlte cleiisity coiiclitioii. Tltcii tlie (imvrizcrl~le) s p c e  h(E) 
cilso seiti.#e.s tlie cleiisity cciiiclirioii. 
Proof. We lise the characterizitioii 5.9 of the density condition for metrizable locally conves 
spaces. Let therefore ( U l l ) l l E l ~  be a decreasing seqiience of  closed ancl absolutely convex zero 
neighboui*hoocls i n  E which defines a zero basis. 
Let ( p f l ) f l ~ , ~  E (O, 00)’” aiid a zero neighbourhood W in  h(E) be given. We have to show 
that there are t i?  E: N aiid C E B(A(E)) with (yEi pl,h(Ull) c C + W. 
First we get tlie esistence ofan absolutely coiivex zero iieighbourliood U i n  E with h(U) C 
iY. Since E satisfies tlie deiisiiy coiiditioii there are in  E N aiid B E B(E) with 
>>I n p , 1 2 ~ ~ + i ~ 1 1  B + I / .  
> I =  I 
Leriiiiia 4.3 thcii iinplies 
. >>I 
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Now, we can apply lemma 4.9 to get p,,h(U,,) c A(B) + h ( U )  c h ( B )  +W and this 
yields the coiiclusion. 
We recali a result of J. Bonet, S .  Dierolf & C. Fernaiidez (sec 171, lemina i ) ,  which gives a 
necessary condition for the distinguishedness of Frechet spaces. Using this result they could 
give the first exaniple of a distinguished Frechet space whose bidiial is not distinguished. 
With esseiitially tlie same proof as given in [7] we prove the resuit f‘or metrizable spaces: 
Theorem 5.22. L t t  E De CI nietriznble loccrll.~ coiivex .spcrce cinel lei F lie CI iopologiccil suhsixice 
of the bihrnl E” of E ivhich contciiii.s E CIS CI closecl subspnce (fwe consicles E crs CI subsixrce 
of E“). 
Lei q : F -+ F / E be tke yrrotierit mip .  Assunie F i s  clistiiigiii.\lie~l, t lwi  
i )  F / E is also distiiiguishecl and 
ii) the stroiig clutrl of F / E is LI topological .sub.spnce of tho .sti.oiig hrol  of F, i.e. e i ~ e i ; ~  
I~ouncled set B in F / E is contained iii the closure 03’ y(C),fOi: sonie C E B(F). 
Proof. The transposed inap LI‘ : ( ( F / E ) ’ ,  P ( ( F / E ) ’ , F / E ) )  - (F’, P(F’,F))  of q is a 
continuous inclusion with range E’“, so we niay identify ( F /  E)’ (algebraically) with E”” =: 
E”. We equip E” with the relative topology induced by @(F’, F )  
We recali that a inetrizable space is distinguished if aiid only if its strong dual is an LB 
space. We only have to show that E” is an LB space. (Since the opeii mapping theorein then 
implies i )  and ii), iising the fact that the associated bornological topology to (3 ( (F /  E)’, F /  E )  
is also an LB space topology). 
Let j : E -+ F and i : F -+ E” be the canonical iiiclusions aiid let j‘ : F’ i E’ and 
i‘ : {E”, (3(E”, E))’ --f F’ be their trasposed iiiappings (which are continwiis with respect to 
the strong topologies). First we note that E” is the kernel ofj‘. Using that the strong dual of 
F is bairelled. we eveii get that 
.i’ : (F’, P(F’ ,  F ) )  - (E’, (3(É’, E”)) 
is continuous. Because E” is barrelled (it is a Frechet space) we have the contiiiuity of 
i‘ : (E’”, (3(E’”, E“)) - (F’, P(F’, 0). 
Moreover, the inappiiigj‘ o i‘ is the transpose of i 0.j  and therefore its restriction to E’ is 
the identity on (E’, (3(E’, E”)). So (F’, P(F’, 0) is the topological direct suni of a copy of 
(E’, fi(E‘, E”) and keru‘) = E”. Thus E” is a compleinented subspace of an LB space and 
therefore itself an LB space. 
We reinark that J.  Bonet & S. Dierolf [61 could show that a quotient innp between Frechet 
spaces, which lifts bounded sets with closure, lifts already bounded sets. 
We now tiirn back to the exaiiiination of the distinguishedness of 0111’ spaces h(E) .  
Theorem 5.23. Let (A, 11 - I lx) l>e CI rioininl Bmicicli seqireiice s p c e  c m l  lei E be CI iiietrivrble 
I f  both h ririd h soiisfj pivpei.t.~ E ) ,  then h(E)  is c~iisiin~~iiisliecl (f trnd onl! $ E  is clistiiigii- 
I f  h os h X  cloes iiot scitisfj! iwoperty E ) ,  then A(E) is cli.stiiiginishet1 (f u i i d  oiily i f  E sntisfies 
locnlly COI1 \’e,!. sperce. 
ish ed. 
the deiisitv coiidi t ioi i .  
Proof. According to theoreni 5. I9 we only have to prove the assertion in the case where h 
does not satisfy property E ) .  E satisfies the deiisity coiidition, proposition 5.21 yields that 
h(E) satifies it. Remark 5.18 iinplies that h(E) is distinguished. 
Let h(E)  be distinguishcd. Theii theorem 3.8 iinplies that /,(E) is a complemented subspace 
of h(E) and therefore I,(E) is distinguished. Because E is nietrizable and distinguished we 
get with corollai-y 4.20 that /,(E") is the bidual of e()(@. Moreover, co(E) is closed in I,(@
and /,(E) is a topological subspace of l,(E"). So, we may apply 5.22 ii) and get that 
the quotient map e/ : /,(E) -$ I,(E)/co(E) lifts bounded sets with closure. We choose a 
decreasing zero basis ( UII) l lEh~ i n  E coiisisting of closed aiid absolutely convex sets. 
Let ( p l , ) l l ~ ~ ~  E (O, x)" be arbitrary. Then 
B := n p , l q ( / x ( ~ l f ) )  
I i € M  
is a bounded subset of /,(E) / co(E). Hence, because q lifts bounded sets with closure, there 
is a bounded set C i n  I,(E) with B c q(C). By corollary 4.4 we may assume that C = I,(D) 
for some closed D E B(E)  aiid we get B c q( lx (D) ) .  
Assume there is a closed and absolutely convex zero neighbourhood U in E such that there 
exists .vl~l E pIIU,,)\D -1- 2U for every i i i  E N. Then we get ( ~ Y ~ , , ) , , , ~ ~ I  E /,(E) and 
(x,,,),~~~,\~ + co(E) E B (by the dcfiiiition of B).  Bui ihere cannot exist a zero sequeiice ~ l , r ) l , l E ~ ~  
i n  E with (slll -t y l l l ~ l l , E , ~ ~   DI" + U"'. Heiice (,C,,,)ll,e,~~ + cdE)  $! q(l,(D)) + q(/,(U)), a 
contradiction to B C q(I=(D)). So, the assumption is wrong and we have shown that for 
evgy zero neighbourhood U i n  E there exists i i i  E N with n::'=, pl,Ul, c D + U.  Because 
( p,l) ,IEl~ is arbitrary, this ineans that E satisfies the density condition. 
Remark 5.24. i )  Let E he CI nietrizcible loccilly romex spcice with n decrecising zero hcisis 
( UI I ) l lE ,~ .  l f  E scrtisfics the cleiisity coiiclition, tke proqf of theoreni 5.23 s1iow.s that it .sntisfies 
tlie (foriiiedly) stronger coiiclition: 
Foi. ewry (p,,)l,E!\~ E (0, 3s)'" tliere exists CI /mriiclecl s i r l m t  D of E s id i  tkeit.for ei>eiy zero 
rieighDoirrliaoc1 U oiie ceiii f ì r i c l i ~ i  E N witli 
ii) I recentl>i got tlie ii#wiucitioii, tlitit J. C. Dicrz hcrcl iticlepeitdently provecl rhe ccise h = I ,  
(ir~i~~irl~li,sliecl). 
Grothendieck [ 181, Questions non Resolues 5, posed the question, whether the bidual of a 
distinguished Frechet space is again distinguished. As noted above the first counter exainple 
was given by J. Boiiet, S. Dieroif & C. Fernandez 171 using Frechet spaces of Moscatelli type. 
Using theoreni 5.23 we can give an example in the context of vector valued sequence spaces: 
Example 5.25. Let E be ci r&3?i7c Fi-kcliet s p c e  wliicli c1oe.s sotisfi tlie cleiisity coiidition 
($0, sirch ci spcice see [ 121, (4.7) 01' (4.8)). Tlieii ,i-e get tlicit co(E) is clistirigiiislied. Birt the 
Diclrial ofco(E) is I ,  ( E )  cinel tlierefim r i o t  cli.stirigiii.skecl. 
By a result of A. Pcris (see [30], 3.1.6) a Frechet space satisfies the density conditioii 
whenever its bidual satisfies it. so one may replace in  the above example E by any distingiiished 
Frechet space without density condition. 
Remark 5.26. Assume tkat h is ( I  iiornieil Bmicich secluence spoce oiiel tlieit E is ci rejexive 
Frécliet spcice witliout tlie cleiisity coiiclition .wcli tlicit h(E) is distiiiguislied But  its Biclirnl does 
iiot. Tiieri co(E) is conii~leineiitecl in A( E). 
-
p,, illl c D + U. 
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Indeed, under the assumptions above, A and A X  have to satisfy property E )  (see theorem 
5.23). Moreover, A x x  must not satisfy property E )  (otherwise A(E) would be reflexive). We 
may apply reinark 3.9 to get that A(E) contains a complemented copy of co(E). 
6. BORNOLOGICAL VECTOR VALUED SEQUENCE SPACES 
In this chapter we consider sufficient conditions to guarantee that for a given (ultra) 
bornological space E the space A(E) is also (u1tra)bornological. First we consider the situation 
if E is metrizable. In this case A(E) is again metrizable, hence bornological. Using remark 
5.2 ii) we get: 
Proposition 6.1. Let (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  be a norincil Bcinciclz sequence spnce and let E be o metrizcible 
locally convex spnce. Then A(E) is ultrcibornological if aizcl only if E is ultrabornologiccil. 
The situation is more complicated if E is a bornological DF space or even a DFM space. We 
will prove for DFM spaces E and norma1 Banach sequence spaces A which satisfy property y )  
that A ( E )  is bornological. This given a partial answer to the question, posed by K.D. Bierstedt 
and J. Schmets (see [35]) ,  if for every bornological space E also e&!?) is bornological. We 
first consider the situation when A satisfies E )  and 6). The following proposition is covered 
by a result due to M. Florencio & P.J. Paul (see [ 161, 4.9), which is proved in the context of 
perfect spaces. 
Proposition 6.2. Let (A, 11 1 1 ~ )  be a izormal Bnncrclz sequence space snti@ing properties E )  
and 6) .  Let E be n DF spnce. Tlien h(E) is bornological ifand only i f E  is bornological. 
Proof. Let f be an arbitrary locally bounded linear form on A(E).  (We will show that f 
is continuous). Define locally bounded linear forms,f;,,n E N on E by.f;,(x) := f ( ( ( O ) k < , , ,  
x,  ( 0 ) ~ .  ,,)), x E E. Since E is bornological, these mappingsj, are conhiuous on E. 
Let x = ( x , , ) , , ~ ~  E A(E) be arbitrary. Because A satisfies property 6) we get x E A(B) for 
some B E B(E).  Property E )  yields l i ~ n , ~ - ~  Il((O)k<,,, (p~(xk))k,,,)ll~ = O. Using thatf is 
locally bounded, this implies limflioc ( f (x) - Cy=,Ji(xk)) = lim,l+mf(((0)~< ,,,(xk)k>,,)) = 
O. So, we may identifyf with V;r ) , iE~ ,  viaf(x> = ~ ~ . ? , j , ( x , , ) , x  = (X,,),,~A, E A(E). 
Let C be a bounded subset of A(E). Without loss of generality we inay assume that 
c = n,,Eo(E) ~ , A Q F ~ ( [ O ,   IN, p,, > o. we  get 
u i C f n ( X k )  : @k>k,N E c> cf(c) 
, i E N  k=l  
and therefore ( ( f i ) k < , , ,  - ( 0 ) k  ,,) is a strongly bounded sequence in A(E)’ which is by corollary 
5.5 even equicontinuous. Hence f = ( f ; i ) , r E ~  is continuous. 
We proved that every locally bounded linear form o11 h(E) is already continuous and this 
implies together with corollary 5.5 that A(E) is bornological. 
Remark 6.3. Aiialysing tlie proof of pi-opsition 6.2 we .ree rhat tlze result is eiwn true .far 
nornzal Bnnnclz sequeiice spcices A satisfiiiig proper? E )  crncl DF spnces E wheneiw 
A(E) = u A@). 
B E B ( E )  
Example 6.4. (cf: 1261) Lct E Oe CI borriologiccil DF spc~ce in idiich ei>eiy zeia seyuence 
co~i i~c~xc.s locc~lly, i.e. co(E) = UIjEB(E, co(B). (Tliis Ine(iii.s tliat E is CI retrcIctiw LA1 spcice). 
Tlten co(E) is CI hoiwlogiccrl DF S ~ C I C C .  
For the iiext result we iieed :I reforiiiulation of leinina 4.9: 
Proof. Let E > O be arbitrary. Withoiit loss of generality we may assuine that iti = 2.  Let 
( s ~ , ) , ~ ~ , ~  E A(BI + B?) be giveri. Using the boundedness of B I  and B2 we get 
for every 11 E N .  
This iiiiplies the existeiice of y,l E ( 1  + E)pB,+B2(x,I)BI aiid z,, E ( I  + ~ ) p ~ , + ~ ~ ~  (xJB2 with 
xII = yf l  + zjI forevery 11 E N .  We iiow coinpute ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ , 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  IIx, IIO,II~(~,,)),,EMIIX 5 (1 + E )  
and using agaiii the bouiidediiess of B I  and B?, we get ( Y ~ , ) ~ ~ E A I  E ( I  + E)A(BI) and (z,,)llEnf E 
( I  + E)A(B?). Tliis iinplies the assertioii. 
Proposition 6.6. Lct (A, 11 ’ 1 1 ~ )  De CI iioriii~il Bancrcli seciirerice spc~ce scitisfyirig property 6 )  
Dirt riot propertj c). Lct E be CI DF spcice. Tlieii h(E)  is borriologiceil [f cn id  only if E seitisjìes 
tlie strorig clircrl cleiisity coiiclitioii. 
Proof. Let (Bfl),IE,,t be an iiicreasing fiindainental seqiience of bouiided, absoliiteiy coiivex 
and closed sets iii E satisfying 2 4 ,  f B,,+, , I I  E N .  
Suppose E satisfes the strong dual density condition and let ( L X , ~ ) ~ ~ ~ , V  E (O, 00)’’’ be arbitrary. 
If C is a bounded subset of A(E), we may (in view of property 6 ) ,  see 4.1 I )  assume that 
C c A&) for some k E N .  Using that E satisfies the strong dual density condition, we get 
the existence of an absoliitely convex and closed zero neighbourhood (I in E and I>I E N such 
that 
, f f I  
B~ n u c ~ l l ~ l l .  
Il= I 
Using the leinniata 4.3 aiid 6.5 this yields 
Hence, A(E)  satisfies the stroiig dual density condition. Since h(E) is a DF space this yields 
For the converse let h(E) be boriiological. Then I,(E) is (as a coinpleiiieiited subspace of 
that h(E) is bornological. 
h(E), see 3.8) also bornological. 
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Let (oc,,),,~A~ E (O, m)N be arbitrary. Then 
/r€i\l k = l  
is a bornivorous and absolutely convex subset of I=(E), therefore a zero neighbourhood. 
Hence there is a zero neighbourhood U in E with I,(U) C V .  Proceeding as in the proof of 
5.16 this irnplies that for evei-y bounded subset B of E there is 11 E N with 
k= I 
Therefore E satisfies the strong dual density condition. 
We remark that K.D. Bierstedt & J. Bonet (see [2], 1 3 )  proved the above result in the case 
A = i, with a somewhat different proof. 
Remark 6.7. i) Lei E De ci DF speice witk ciii. iiicrecrsiiig ,fiiiicIri~ientcri secliieiice (BiI)ilEA; of
bowicied, ciosecl miei erlw)iutely coiivex scts. I f  E scitisfies tlie stroiig clrrcil ciensity coiditiori, 
tlien, ciccoi-ùiiig to the pvqf qf propositiori 6.6, it .sciti.yfi<n.s the (foimicilly) stsoriges coiiclitioii: 
For eveiy ( c x , l ) r i E l ~ ~  E ( O ,  x ) ~  there is CI rein iieiglibourliood U .wck tkcit.for e i w i ; ~  imriiclecl 
set B tliere esists 11 E N with B n U C O C ~ B ~ .  
ii) Let (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  be ( I  i ionnci i  Beiiiacli sequeiice spcrce sntisfiirig property 6 )  niici Iet E 
be ci DF spce .  Comhiriing renicirk 5.2 ii) with jwopositioi? 6.2 w c i  propositiori 6.6 wc get 
iiece.s.seir)l ancl si!fjcieiit coiiciitioiis clecicling wlietlier A( E )  i s  irit~cil~oi~rioiogiceil. 
iii) 117 tlie previoii.7 resiilts of this eliaiiter one iiiciy replcrce “property 6 )  ’’ I>y “pivperty 6,,.)”, 
see tlieoreiii 2.9 iv). 
We musi confess that we can give only partial results in the case when (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  does not 
satisfy property b,,.). 
Up to now we have only remark 6.3 to ensure that in this case A(E)  is bornological. But we 
can give a positive answer whenever (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  satisfies property y )  and E is a DFM space. 
Let (A, I I . I ~ A )  be a norma1 Banach space satisfying property y) .  We reca11 that (A‘”’, 11  . I lX l s I )  
is defined by 
A‘”’ := {o( E w : sup ~ ~ P > , ( o ( ) ~ ~ A  < m } ,  
Ilallxls) := sup l l ~ / l ( d l l A ,  
i i E N  
iiEA’ 
where P,, denote tlie canonical projection onto the firs~ n coordinates. Then (A, 1 1  . 1 1 ~ )  is a 
subspace of(A”)’, 1 1 .  (see 2.9 i))  and (A“’, 1 1 .  I I A l a )  satisfies pi’operiy 6). i.e. its closed unit 
ball is even closed i n  w (see 2.9 iii) and 2.10). We now prove a technical lemma coiicerning 
this spacec. 
Lemma 6.8. Le1 (A, 11 . 11 A )  be ci iioriiicil Bmicich sqireiice s p c e  .sertisfjiiig pivperty y )  nricl 
iet cui cirDitrcii:v (cx,,)irEi\t E A he giivii. Moreovei: let y : [O, I ]  + [ O ,  11 be increcrsiiig siicli 
tlicit liin,-o y(s) = O. 
Tlien foi.eveiy (6r i ) , iEl \ ,  E [ I , m)”’ sntisfyiiig (cx,,6,,)>iE,V E Al*) itfi)lloic:v (Oc,,6,,y(6; l ) ) r i E i ~  E 
A. 
Proof. Let for every subset S of N be P,  : w i w the canonical projectioii onto the 
coordinates beloiiging to S. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that (af,6, ,) irE~ is contained in the closed unit 
ball Bxchi of A'"). 
Let E > O  be arbitrary and define S := S(E) := ( 1 2  E N : ~ ( 6 ; ' )  5 E } .  Using that y is 
increasing and satisfies liinILny(x) = O we get the existence of p > O  such that ~cxfI6 , ,~  5 
pJcx,,l for every I I  E N\S. Hence, P N ~ s ( ( c x f l S f f y ( 6 ; 1 ) ) f f ~ ~ )  E A. Moreover, we coinpute 
IIps((aff 6,,Y(6; I )>frEN> 11 AIN 5 E 1 1  (aff 6 i , ) , i E N  ) I  I E .  Therefore we get ( aff 6,,y(6; I )hEN = 
P,\.d(cxJ,,Y(6N1 ) ) f l E , v )  +P.~((~,,S,,y(6,')),,,,v) E A + E B , ~ , .  Because A is closed in A(6) and 
E is arbitrary this iinplies the assertion. 
We need another leinma concerning zero neighbourhoods of conipact subsets of iiorined 
spaces. 
Lemma 6.9. (S. Diei-olf; per-soneil coiiit~i~iizicatior7) Let ( E ,  1 1  . 1 1 )  be a Izorriiecl space witlz 
closecl unit hall i311 1 .  Let K I  ancl Kz be crbsolutely coizvex a d  coiiil~cict subsets of E suclz 
that ~ ( K I  + Kz)  c 811.11. Then tliere is ci17 incr-eersing rmippii?g E : [O, I ]  + [O, I ]  satishirzg 
limi-" ~ ( x )  = O such thatfiw eveiy x E [O, 11 )ve have 
Proof. We will prove: 
(:%) For every E > O  there is 6 > O such that 
( K I  + K2) n 6Bll.ll C (2K1 n ~fi11.11) + (2- n EBII.11). 
This iiiiplies iinmediately the assertion. 
Assume that (*) is wrong. Then there is E > O  and a zero sequence ( ~ , r ) , i E ~  i n  E, contained 
in K I  + K2, such that zrf $ (2Kl n E B ~ I , I I )  + (2K2 n E B I I . ~ ~ )  for every 11 E N .  Choose sequences 
(~,~),,,,v in K I  and (yfi)iiE,~ in Kz with i,, = x,, +y,,, I? E N. The sets K I  and K2 are (sequentially) 
compact, so there exists a stricly increasing sequence ( n k ) k E ~ l  of positive nuinbers, x E K1 
and y E K? such that xfir x and yiU -+ y ( k  + 00). Since ( S , ~ ) , , ~ N  is a zero sequence we 
coinpute x + y = O. Hence, there is i n  E N such that 
a contiadiction. 
Proposition 6.10. Let (A, 1 1  . Ilx) be n nonntrl Barzach sequence spcrce seitibfjiing pr-oper-y 
y )  nricl let E be n DFM space. Molsover; let K I  , . . . , K,,, Be absol~rtely coiivex crnd cornpact 
siibscts o j ~  E. Tlieii we get 
Proof. We will prove 
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the assertion follows then by induction. 
Because E satisfies the dual density condition (cf. 5.15 ii)), corollary 5.14 yields the 
existence of a continuous norm 1 1  . 1 1  on E, such that the topologies induced on K := K I  + K2 
by 1 1  . 11 and E coincide. Without loss of generality 2K = 2(K,  + K2) is contained in the 
closed unit ball B I I . ~ ~ .  Using lemma 6.9 we get an increasing mapping e : [O, i ]  + [O, I ]  with 
lim,,--o ~ ( x )  = O such that for every x E [O, 11 
1 : Z,] = o. 
Then it follows for 11 E N :  
zri E I'K(z,i)K ~ P B , ,  ~ ~ ( z , ~ E ~ ~ . ~ ~  = P K ( z , ~ )  * ( K  n ~N'BI I . I~ )  
c I>K(z,f)((2Kl e(6,I)BII.II) f (2- n E(6,I)BII.II)). 
Hence, for every n E N we have z, = ci,, + v,, where 
4, E PK(Z,r)(2KI n GjNI)B,I.,I) and 
VI, E I>K(Z,f)(2K2 n 46,I)BII.II)). 
From this we first obtain pKi (u,,) 5 2 p ~ ( z , , ) ,  IZ E N and therefore (u,,),,€Ar E 2A'@ ( K I ) ,  if 
we take into account that K I  is bounded. Analogously we show that (v,,),,€,v is contained in 
It remains to show that (u, , ) , ,~N and (V , , ) , ,~A,  are contained in A(E). We will do this explicitly 
for ( U , , ) , , ~ , V ,  the other case can be proved analogously. 
Let an absolutely convex and closed zero neighbourhood V in E be given. We may assume 
that 2K = 2(K1 + K2) is contained in V and that B I I , I I  absorbs V .  Because 1 1  1 1  induces 
onKI the same topology as E there exists an increasing mapping cp : [O, 11 + [O, 11 with 
lim,,,o cp(x) = O such that for every x E [O, I ]  
2A'6' (K2). 
2K1 nz;BII.II C c p ( ~ ) V .  
We define y := cp o e and we get for every IZ E N :  
~i,, E P K ( z , ~ ) w G  n E ( ~ ; ' P I I . I I )  
c PK(Z,f)(2KI n Y ( ~ N ' ) v )  
c I2K(&r)Y(6n1)V* 
Hence, by definition of the 6,,,pv(u,,) 5 pB,I,,l (z,])6,,y(6,;' 1. Taking into account that ( p ~ , ~  ,, 
(z,,)),,€N E A and (PB,, II(z,l)6,,),,E~ = Ow(z,f)),fEN E A(') we may apply lemma 6.8 to get 
( ~ v ( L I , , ) ) , , € N  E A. Because V is arbitrary we have (~, , ) , ,~ ,v E h(E) which completes the proof. 
Theorem 6.11. LC.1 (A, 11 . 1 1 ~ )  De CI iiorintil Bciiicicli seqiience spice satisf i i i ig property y )  CIIICI 
Iet E be CI DFM . S ~ C I C C .  Tlieii A(E)  is Doniologiccil ( n i i d  s o  CI coinplete LB space). 
Proof. Lei (K,,),I,=,,t bc a funclaiiiental sequeiice of closed, absolutely convex and bo- 
uiided sets iii E. Lct (LX,,),,~,\I E (O, x)” be arbitrary. We have to show that V := 
U,,iE,V E:., LX,~(A(~) (K ,~)  r l  h(E) )  is a zero neighbourhood iii  A(E). Siiice E is a DFM space, 
the sets K,, are compact, so theorem 3.3 iv) iiiiplies that C,,, := A ‘ b ’ ( ~ ~ ~ = ,  -&Lx,,K,~) f l  A(E)  
is closed i i i  A(E) for each 111 E N .  Moreover, (C,,f),,fE,V is iiicizasiiip aiid evei-y bounded set 
is absoi-bed by soiiie C,,,, see 4.12. So, we inay apply A. Grotheiidieck I 181, p. 72, leinme 
4, aiid get that I/ := (J,,fE,,, C,,, is a zero iieighbourhood iii the quasibarrelled DF space V E ) .  
Proposition 6. I O  implies i/ c V aiid we are doiie. 
Remark 6.12. We note thcit oiie nitry replrice in the p.evioii.s tliecirerii “propert), y )  ” by 
“property y,,.) ’I, scie 2.9 i), ii). 
cg satisfies propeiry E )  ririd thcrcforc property y )  :ind we obtaiii: 
Corollary 6.13. (S. Dierolf; rrnpublishecl) Let E he CI DFM spncc.. Then e()( E )  i s  hornologiccil. 
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